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Kentucky Windage
(By P. W.)
Our sincere condolences this week to
the family of W. Percy Williams of Paris,
Tennessee, who passed away last Saturday
evening at his home in Paris. His publishing
interests included Fulton and Murray, as
well as his hometown of Paris. We have
known Mr. Williams for nearly 20 of his 78
years, and respected him as a gentleman and
keen businessman in the publishing field. In
failing eyesight in recent years, he neverthe-
less kept a keen interest in the newspaper
business and was a regular visitor to his of-
fices as often as his health would permit.
Frank Beadles out at the Fulton Ice
Company tells me this week that even
though the old "ice run" is torn down, the
Company still ices cars of bananas for both
United and Standard Fruit Companies here,
so Fulton isn't clear out of the banana traf-
fic. Weekly icing schedules run anywhere
from 140,000 to 980,000 pounds of bananas,
Frank says.
Most of us know that the deep wells of
the Fulton water system produce some of the
finest drinking water in the nation. It has al-
ways passed all kinds of lab tests with a tri-
ple-A rating in every respect, and it is so
pure that it needs practically no treatment.
Now if you have digested that state-
ment, see how this one grabs you: according
to the May 2, 1970 issue of the "Saturday Re-
view" magazine, Fulton, Kentucky is listed
as "one of the 84 U. S. cities with sub-stand-
ard water systenns'l
Why? The SR article lists Fulton as
having a "major deficiency", which is "fail-
ure to maintain adequate sampling schedule
for measuring bacteriological standards, in-
dicating inadequate monitoring program, or
failure to send sampling reports to the Pub-
lic Health Service".
How's that for a "bad-water" rating!
The Saturday Review article is a vici-
ous, damning indictment of the communities
it mentions based on the most frivolous kind
of evidence insofar as Fulton's kind of "de-
ficiency" is concerned. As far as the maga-
zine is concerned, it doesn't make any differ-
ence how good the community water is, if
you don't report it, you're sub-standard, and
you are classed with the cities that drink
each other's refined sewage, have a high bac-
ia count, inadequate treatment facilities
and/or po u turi7-Of the 84 cities listedjul-_
ton, Kentucky, two in Alaska and two in
New Jersey were cited ONLY because they
didn't report!
I think such writing as this, however ir-
ritating, can be considered relatively unim-
portant until it somehow finds itself going to
nation-wide audiences, and then it does its
irresponsible hurt. Just by sheer weight of
its circulation, it takes on the stature of an
important fact.
In this respect, I'm on Spiro Agnew's
side; it's way past time that some of the ir-
responsibility be culled from the ranks of
today's reporting.
I read somewhere last week that so
many communities along the Ohio river use
its water, by the time the river reaches Cairo
it has been completely consumed five times.
I'll guarantee you that you can drink
out of a creek up on Pea Ridge and get purer
water than that.
— And I'll further guarantee that the deep
wells of Fulton provide purer water than
ANY community gets, out of ANY river,
whether we report it or not.
Because a lot of people like to read The
News in advance of its regular Thursday
morning mail delivery, here is a list of places
that have The News on sale Wednesday eve-
nings, usually around 8: p. m.: Country Boy
Restaurant, Holiday Inn, Traveler's Inn
Restaurant, Park Terrace Restaurant and
The Derby. On Thursday morning you can
also pickup a copy at Evans Drug Store, at
The News office or from our star salesman
Edmond Khourie.
I have noticed that in the last few weeks
that some stocks of merchandise in some of
our local stores are getting pretty low be-
cause the current national trucking strike
has cut down deliveries. Thought I would
mention that at this time because with
Mother's Day coming up this weekend, you
might be called on to do a little extra looking
before you find that gift you're looking for.
If you see it advertised, of course, it will be
there.
ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
ElETTER WEEKLY PAPERS
rhe New; has won awards for
excellence every year it has been
subni.tted in judging contests. Erc"nNEWS
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The Fulton Beat
by the
Inquiring
Ilgorter. . .
LITTER — WHY?
To the people of Fulton: I challenge you to try and keep
Fulton clean. I know that the clean-up week is past, but we, the
people of Fulton should keeo this town clean year round. Most
of the time here in Fulton, we just wait and clean things ut,
during Clean-Up Weelc.
The picture here is of trash I picked up along '4 mile of
highway. It totaled 25 lbs. of nothing but beer bottles and paper.
So people, let's keen Fulton clean! The reason I write this
article is because I am working on. Merit Badge in Scouts.
— James Myers
Joanna Smith Named
"Miss Kentucky" Here
(Pictures On Page 6)
A 19-year-old Western State
University majorette from Mor-
gantown, Kentucky was select-
ed Miss Kentucky in Fulton
Saturday night and will repre-
sent the Commonwealth in the
Miss USA-Miss Universe page-
ant in Miami.
The pretty, 19-year-old bru-
nette Joanna Smith, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Lee
Smith, Morgantown, took the
top-prize in the state-wide con-
test held for the second year in
Fulton.
The first runner-up In the
contest was Miss Elaine Slice,
19, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
King Sties, Calvert City while
second runner-up was Miss
Jonda Hall, 19, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Hall, Gilberts-
ville.
Miss Smith was crowned by
the reigning Miss Kentucky,
Mrs. Regina Pryor Lee, Leitch-
field.
Scholarships were presented
to the three finalists with a
$300 scholarship award to Miss
Smith. Miss Sties received a
$150 scholarship and Miss Hall
$75.
In addition, the winner re-
ceived an all-expense trip to
Miami, a week skiing vacation
in Vermont and $100 in cash,
along with several other prizes.
Miss Smith will appear in the
Miss USA pageant on May 16.
in Miami.
Miss Smith is majoring in
business education and is a
majorette with the university's
marchiny band. Stie is the cur-
rent Miss Butler County.
Judges for the pageant were
Col. Mercer Lee Price, Ormond
Beach, Fla.: John Wilkins, At-
lanta; and Ted Tuschinsky,
president of the National Rose
_Festival of finhariapolia, _
All three persons have judged
state Miss America and Miss
USA-Miss Universe pageants
in the past and Col. Price has
judged international pageants
in South America and Europe.
OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY
The Cayce United Methodist
Church will have an "Open
llouse" Sunday afternoon at
their new church building. The
public is invited.
BOARD MEMBERS
Glyn Bard, Fulton, has been
named a member of the Bear
Creek Girl Scout Council Board
of Directors.
Williams
Appointed
To Board
County Judge James C. Me-
sees recently appointed Mr.
Elmer C. Williams. a young
Soybean, corn and cotton farm-
er in the Western community,
to the Fulton County Extension
Board. Mr. Williams will fill
the unexpired term through
December 31, 1971, of Mrs.
Harold Copeland, who resigned
recently.
The Fulton County Extension
"nerd is appointed by the
County Judge under the Ken-
tucky District Cooperative Ex-
tension Service Act of 1962
to advise County Extension
workers concerning the local
Agricultural, Home Economics
and 4-H Club programs.
Other members of the Fulton
County Board are Mrs. Carl
Mikel, Mrs. W. B. Sowell, Mrs.
Percy Lee, Harold Pewit and
Elmer Mason.
Miles Due Here
Friday, May 15
Mr. H. S. Miles, a Contact
Representative of the Bureau
of Veterans Affairs, will be
Present on May 15, 1920, at the
Chamber of Commerce in Ful-
ton, Ky., to assist veterans -and
their dependents with claims
for benefits due them as a re-
sult of their military service.
He will be present from 9:00
A. M. until 3: P. M.
DIES IN ACCIDENT
Hunter Dishman, 15-year-old
grandson of Publisher Ed
Critchlow of Union City, died in
a Louisville hospital Monday
following injuries suffered in a
motorcycle accident in that city
on Saturday.
BOARD MEMBER
Dr. Dan Crocker, South Ful-
ton Mayor and dentist, has
been appointed to the Board of
Directors of the Weakley Coun-
ty Municipal Electric System.
NEARING COMPLETION
The South Fulton High
'School Marketing I Class ex-
Peas to complete its Ineal
marketing survey this week.
Some 2,000 interviews have
been completed, and another
800 call-backs are being made.
DECORATION DAY
Sunday, May 10 is Decoration
Day at the Palestine Church
cemetery.
OPENING JUNE 1
A target date of June 1 has
been set for opening of the new
Miller Manufacturing Company
operations in Martin. The 41/2-
acre building, located on the
Fulton highway, will employ
100 and expects to double or
triple its employees in a year.
THREE SECTIONS
26 PAGES
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Number 19
U. S. Judge Upligiaties6:1 Jf Fulton
County School Bo3rd To Ban Beard
The case of eight Negro students attending
Fulton County High School at Hickman, expelled
from school because they refused to conform to a
dress celde established by the School Board, has
come to an end this week in U. S. District Court.
The students were first expelled from the
school on February 2. They were readmitted af-
ter Judge Gordon held a hearing on the case in
Louisville March 11 in which he ruled, in effect,
that they had violated no dress code because
there had been none adopted by the local school
Board. A dress and appearance code was adoptedby the Board following this ruling, and on March27 the Board ruled that the dismissals would
stand.
Following this action by the County School
Board, the group asked for a second temporaryinjunction in April, contending that the schoolboard failed to show that the student's appear-
ance "disrupted decorum, and prevented proper
scholastic discipline."
The following report of Judge Gordon's final
ruling in the matter appeared in the LouisvilleCourier-Journal Wednesday morning of this
week.
By John Finley
Courier-Journal Staff Writer
Expressing reluctance to
"thrash in the thicket of school
administration," U. S. District
Judge James F. Gordon yes-
terday upheld a Fulton County
High School ban on mustaches
and beards among male stu-
dents.
Acting on a suit filed by
eight Negro students of the
school, near Hickman, Judge
Gordon said in his ruling:
"School administrators have
a difficult task, and if it is to
be made more difficult by each
adolescent fad, then the pro-
hibition of a particular fad can-
not be said to be unreason-
able."
Following a hearing on the
suit last month in Paducah,
Gordon struck down several
portions of the school's dress
code on grounds that they were
"vague and over-broad." Spe-
cifically voided were regula-
tions against "extremely long
hair" and "the wearing of neck
Veterans Change
Clubhouse Hours
Ken-Tenn Veterans of For-
eign Wars Post No. 9687. whose
club house is located one and
one-half miles from Fulton on
the Union City Highway, has
changed its hours. The new
hours are: Wednesdays and
Fridays, 5 p. mauntil 12 mid-
night; Saturdays, 2 p. m. un-
til 12 midnight,
All veterans of foreign wars
in this locality are urged to
join the local post of the
V. F. W.
Cheri,* CauncliL I4lckmen, palate 10
heed of his Cadillac.
the bird's neet under the
Wren Makes Council's
Car "Welfare Cadillac"
(From The Hickman Courier)
There's a little bird here-
abouts that's been listening to
the sung "Welfare Cadillac"
and has taken the words ser-
iously.
At least that's what the mat-
ter appears to Charlie Council
of Route Three, Hickman. Mr.
Council has a Cadillac and
from all visible evidence he's
got a bird living there on wel-
fare.
It all started about a year
ago. Mr. and Mrs. Council had
been bothered more than some-
what with a goodly amount of
straw that had been mysteri-
ously appearing on the grill-
work of their automobile, in
an opening on the front for the
automatic electric beam. The
opening is just about one inch
high and three inches wide.
The Councils couldn't quite
figure out how the straw got
there, yet patiently removed it
each time they saw it.
Well, finally Mr. Council de-
cided to take a look under the
hood and to his utter amaze-
ment dsicovered a bird's nest
carefully being built there. He
immediately destroyed the ac-
cumulation and decided that
was the end of that.
This year the same mystery
appeared on the scene, and as
in the year past, Mr. Council
cleaned-Oat-the straw -from
grillwork and decided he had
some kind of a problem on his
hands.
He did indeed. For, about a
week ago, he took another look
under the hood and found, not
only a bird's nest, but a tiny,
little egg comfortably lying
there. Being a humanitarian.
Mr. Council decided to do some
bird-watching and, lo and be-
hold. he saw a busy little wren
making repeated trips to the
electric beam opening and the
straw and decided to see what
happened each day.
And things did happen, for the
last -look under the hood found
the bird's nest tightly entwined
with care . . . and three addi-
tional little eggs therein.
At this writing Mr. Council
has not been able to determine
how the mother wren got
through the small opening,
bird's nest and all, nor to de-
termine the "confinement
date," of the expectant mother.
But one thing is for sure ..
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Council
may have the original, the one
and only, the honest to good-
ness, for real, "Welfare Cadil-
lac."
chains, etc."
But a requirement that male
students be clean-shaven can-
not be considered vague or
overbroad. Gordon said in the
order entered yesterday in Lou-
isville.
"We move thus to the deter-
mination of the two remaining
constitutional issues, i.e., equal
protection and freedom of
speech," Gordon continued.
"beyond which we choose not
to thrash in the thicket of
school administration ..
The students argued in Pa-
ducah that mustaches and
beards were expressions of
racial pride and of their ma .
hood.
But Gordon's ruling assertc
that this contention "appear
to have taken form at some
point in time between the ,stu-
dents') March 23 heariag be-
fore the (Fulton County
Board of Education and the
, April 21 hearing before u.
their Position at the former be-
ing more to the effect that they
sported mustaches 'just be-
cause they wanted to'.-
"The sincerity of the racial
pride and manhood conlentions
aside, and presumlAg that their
facial condition is a form of
expression, we become thus
confronted with the question of
whether the prohibition of such
an expression clashes with such
a basic constitutional value as
to warrant our intervening in
a school operation."
Gordon's ruling noted that
the U. S. Supreme Court ha,
struck down school regulation, •
infringing on the First Amend.
meat right of free expression.
"However, we are unable,
and thus decline, to equate and
elevate actions of expression of
manhood to the same exalted
status," he continued. The
judge also found no basis for
the sporting of facial hair as
an expression of racial pride.
Won't 'Substitute Judgment'
Gordon noted that the evi-
dence presented in the hearing
indicated that the students'
mustaches "were not unkept or
outlandish, and in fact the
school authoriites were in gen-
eral agreement that plaintiffs
the students) were neat and
well groomed; nor was it ser-
iously contended that the mus-
(Continued on Page Six) '
David Peeples: Next Year's
"Mean Man" In UTM Football
With the like, of rugged de-
fenders suah as South Fulton's
David Peeples, the coaching
staff at The University of Ten-
nessee at Martin is looking for-
ward to a rejuvenated Vol foot-
ball campaign in 1970.
It has been sal(
way to replace a departed
player is to find another one
just like him. In the case of
the Vols loss of monster Tom
McKelvy to graduation, the
coaching staff plucked Peeples
from the ranks of last year's
undefeated frosh team to
DAVID PEEPLES
groom for "mean man" duties
Peeples' performance in hi
new role as monsterman durin
the spring has drawn praise
from Vol coaches. Stepping into
the position deplacing McKelvy
who has been characterized by
hardest hitters ever to wear the
Big Orange," Peeples has the
ability and the desire to follow
McKelvy as one of U-T Mar-
tin-s greats. Both players are
5'9", 175 pounds and both like
to hit. Ironically, Peeples is in
(Continued on Page Six)
of South Fulton Is elated as on important
cog in the 1970 fall fotball schedule at the University of Tennes-
see, Martin.
SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Spring Conference Of Legion,
Auxiliary Held Here Sunday
inte hundred sx ofiicers and ducted by Mrs. Frank Goode,
‘isitors gathered at The Legion 'district chaplain, closing with a
Home on Sunday. May 3, in a prayer by Mrs. Goode, after
joint meeting for spring con- which„the meeting was ad-
ference of District I. journed.
Registration started at
eke o'clock, tollowed by
incheln at one
The meeting was called to
rder by Commander George
'truck, of the Marshall Alexan-
der Post No. 72. after which
all present joined in Allegiance
. the Flag. Mr. Brock and
Mrs. T. E. Wilson, president'of
the Auxiliary, welco m e.d
guests. Special guests were
District Commander Ralph
White. of Princeton, and De-
partment , Execative. Commit-
teeman Buddy Green, of May-
field. -
Mrs. Wilson presented Miss
Shelia 'Owens, a Fulton High
senior. Miss Fulton County
Junior Miss and the Auxiliary's
delegate to Girls' State last
year. who delighted and thrill-
ed the audience with her pre-
sentation of "Hello, Old Glory."
Chaplain Bob Brown gave
the invocation and a hearty
Meal was enjoyed. catered by
Billy Gilbert, from the Country
Boy's Drive In. Table decora-
tions were in keeping with the
International Banana Festival.
Separate meetings were then
held by the American Legion
and the Auxiliary.
Mrs. James Curtis. first dis-
trict president, presided over
the auxiliary meeting. Rou-
tine business was conducted
and reports were given by
various chairmen. Mrs. Curtis
recognized all past and present
officers.
11 was stated that Disrtict I
will send eighteen girls to
Girls' State at Lexington in
June. These girls are sponsor-
ed, and their expenses paid, by
the various Auxiliaries.
'A beautiful memorial service
for departed members was con-
C-P Circle
Meets At
Bay Home
The Woodside Circle. of .the
Cumberland Presbyter-
kin Church met Tuesday night
in the home of Mrs. Bob Bay
on Eddings Street.
The meeting was Called to
order by Mrs. Charles McMor-
ries, president. For the de-
votional thought several talks
were given on "When Your
Teen-Ager Rebels." The scrip-
ture used was Luke 22:32.
The Christian Service report
was given by the secretary, as
follows: 53 cards mailed, 27
floral offerings, 74 visits, 17
food and 13 gifts.
Mrs. Lamon Kilzer gave the
program, written by Rev. Hu-
bert Morrow for the messen-
ger, the theme "As the Twig is
Bent."
The meeting was closed with
the Wayside Prayer, after
which a delightful fellowship
hour was enjoyed, with re-
fieshments.
The June meeting will be
held with Mrs. Otis Melton and
Mrs. Lillie Dawes will be the
program chairman.
ONE OF FOUR
-Murray State is now one of
only four schools in Kentucky
with a baccalaureate program
in nursing—the others being
the University of Kentucky,
Berea, and Catherine Spalding
in Louisville.
New "Service" Post At UK
Offers Statewide Help
A new post with statewide
-esponsibilities has been es-
--iiblished at the University of
li.entucky and Mrs. Betty Jo
t'almer has been named to fill
it.
NIrs. Palmer, assaciate (10
of .students for the past three
years, will become director of
special services in University
relations on July I.
Creation of the directorship
and Mrs. Palmer's appoint
ment were announced by Dr.
Glenwotid I. t'retsch. vice
president tor University rela-
tions.
Initiai u.itigti: lent for :Mrs.
Palmer will be to plan, organ-
ize and put into operation a
University speakers',.. bureau
which will serve the entire
!date.
Recommended recently by
the University Senate's Com•
mittee on the Role of Faculty
in Public Relations, the bureau
will make UK personnel avail-
able to speak on various topics
to groups of all types, includ-
ing but not limited to clubs,
churches and schools.
Some speakers will interpret
the programs and policies of
the University. Others will
share their special knowledge
on subjects as varied as home
land-scaping, drug abuse, rural
zoning, weaving, business prac-
tices and child care. Some will
take serious, technical or pro-
fessional approaches, but others
will deal with lighter or more
entertaining topics.
"The University — including
its community colleges—has a
vast store of information and
talent," Dr. Creech said. "When
Mrs. Palmer gets the btueau
into operation this will be read-
ily available to organizations
seeking it.
"She will be working with
groups across the state, and we
hope they will not wait to be
contacted but will get in touch
with Mrs. Palmer in her office
in the UK Administration Build-
ing."
The new director also will do
some scheduling of speakers
for student organizations and
will assist other members of
the University relations staff
with special events. such as
dedications, groundbreakings
and other ceremonial functions.
Mrs. Palmer is a native of
Lexington and has had a life-
long association with the Uni-
versity. A graduate of Univer-
sity High School, she was a
Mrs. Bety Jo Palmer, mem-
ber of the University of Ken-
tucky staff since 1956, will be-
come director of special ser-
vices in University relations on
July 1. Her first responsibility
will be to set up a bureau to
provide UK faculty, staff and
students to speak on various
topics to groups throughout the
state.
• • • •
campus leader while a student
at UK. Since receiving her de-
gree in 1956, she has been a
-staff member, becoming assist-
ant to the dean of women in
1961, assistant dean of women
in 1964 and associate dean of
students in 1967.
In Lexington, her activities
include mmebership in the Jun-
ior League, service on the
board of Planned Parenthood,
and work with youth groups
and the Altar Guild of Christ
Episcopal Church.
She also has remained active
in Mortar Board, a women's
leadership honorary and Chi
Omega, a social sorority, as
well as several professional or-
ganizations.
'Recognition has come
through the Sullivan Medallion
and a centennial award as the
mast distinguished UK gradu-
ate of her sorority, selection by
Delta Zeta as UK's outstanding
woman of 1967, and the Little
Kentucky Derby Spokewheel
Award this year.
Mrs. Palmer is married to
Charles E. Palmer Jr.. a part-
ner in the Lexington law firm
of Harbison. Kessinger, Lisle
and Bush. Her parents ar" Mr.
and Mrs. Richard A. Martin,
Antebellum Farm, Lexington.
Miss Coleman
Miss Coleman, Ronald Bennett
Make Known Their Engagement
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Coleman, of Route 1, Ful-
ton, are today announcing the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Cathe-
rine Ann, to Ronald Lynn Bennett, son of Mrs.
Horace Stephens of Fulton, and Mr. Paul Bennett
of Detroit, Michigan.
The bride-elect is a 1969 graduate of South
Fulton High School and is now enrolled at
Draughan's Business College in Paducah. She is
a member of Nu Tau Sigma social sorority.
The groom-elect is a 1967 honor graduate of
Fulton High School. He is now a junior at Mur-
ray State University, where he is an active par-
ticipant in the Advanced ROTC program and is
a member of the Pershing Rifles drill team.
An August wedding is being planned.
Folk Cures Finding Place
Again—In—Medical-  Science
Use of herbs as medicine for
ailments that afflict him has
been practiced by man every-
where since the days of
Genesis.
Through trial and error and
Perhaps by accident, he found
ttiat barks, roots, leaves, and
blossoms of certain plants had
a desired effect when employed
in the treamtent of certain
hurts and diseases.
The knowledge—folk medicine
— was banded down from gen-
eration to generation and pass-
ed from land to land until the
formal science of medicine be-
came established. The science
of botany is a by-product of
man's search for medicinal
plants.
• Over a century ago, a gentle
and distinguished physician by
the name of Dr. Gunn said it
is highly improbable that an
all-wise creator would create
man and subject him to di-
seases for which there were no
cures in nature—and in the
particuiar region and climate
where he lived.
The good and wise old doctor
used many herb remedies in
his long practice, but as time
went on, medical science be-
came somewhat cofitemptuous
of his kind of "doctoring"—
successful or not—and looked
askance at the use of herb
teas, leaf salves, and bark
poultices.
In recent years there has
been a startling turnabout in
the thinking of medical re-
searchers and they are taking
to the land, hunting herbs and
MSU Award Given
Sherman Walker
Sherman Walker of Fulton
was among 786 students who
received awards at the Murray
State University Honors Day
program April 26.
Son of Mr. and Mrs. S. J.
Walker of Rt. 1 Yukon, Sher-
man received the Outstanding
Senior Award in the depart-
ment of agriculture. The award
is based on scholarship and
leadership activities.
taking a second look at the folk
remedies. It is not so strange
that they are discovering again
that the plant and ancient herb
remedies actually, possessed
considerable validity in the art
of healing.
Appropos of the subject is
the book "A Guide To Medicin-
al Plants of Appalachia," just
released by the U. S. Forest
Service and written by Dr.
Arnold Krochmal of the North-
eastern Forest .Experiment Sta-
tion at •Berea. The 291-page
book contains descriptions and
illustrations of 126 medciinal
plants that exist in the-Appa-
lachian region—plants that
have been utilized by country
folk in treating their diseases
since the region was first set-
tled.
The plants are described for
easy identification, and also
their probable location is told,
when they bloom, what part of
the plant to harvest and at
what season of the year, and
the medicinal uses to which
they have been put.
There is much interesting
plant lore in the book, making
it valuable to botanists, medi-
cal researchers and herbalists.
Moreover, the book is free and
will be sent without charge to
those sending requests to: In-
formatoin Services, Northeast-
ern Forest Experiment Station,
6816 Market Street. Upper Dar-
by, Pennsylvania 19082,
Scout Leaders
Are Honored
Four area Girl Scout leaders
were honored by the Bear
Creek Girl Scout Council at the
18th annual meeting at Calvert
City recently.
Five-year pins were awarded
to Peggy Caldwell, Betty Har-
rison and Pat Kline, all of
Cayce, and a ten-year pin to
Sue Ellen Morris, Clinton
$2311 FOR RESEARCH
A whoPPitiff $2,314 was raised
this year by the eitiena of
Hickman during the annual
community radio auction over
WFUL for the cancer research
fund drive.
Anna Lou Caldwell Installed
As Head Of Local B&PW Club
"If you cannot go to Hawaii,
then bring a little bit of Ha-
waii to you", was the theme of
the program at the regular
meeting of the B&PW Club
Tuesday night at the Park Ter-
race Restaurant.
Following a buffet dinner,
Dallie,Morgan, program chair-
manTor the evening, introduc-
ed the speaker, Mrs. Hope
Crawford.
Mrs. Crawford, who was born
in Waikiki, Oahu, Hawaii, and
is now County Health Nurse of
Weakley County and a mem-
ber of the Martin B&PW Club,
did a good job of carrying out
the theme of bringing Hawaii
to the twin cities. She was ably
assisted by H. E. Campbell of
Dresden, who showed color
slides of the Islands. The lucky
members present were given a
vicarious trip to this beautiful
50th State. In addition to her
talk, Mrs. Crawford explained
and demonstrated the Hula,
Colorful leis, candles and
floral arrangements created an
appropriate setting for the pro-
gram.
Following the program, Jes-
sie Shoemaker of Murray, and
a past officer of the B&PW
Clobs of Kentucky, installed the
new officers for the coming
year. They were: Miss Anna
liar Caldwell, president, re-
elected: Mrs. Jetta Speight,
1st vice president; Mrs. Ruth
Scott, 2nd vice president; Mrs.
Dottie Morgan, recording sec-
retary; Mrs. Anna Belle Ed-
wards, corresponding secretary,
and Mrs. Nancy Wilson, trea-
surer.
In addition to Mr. and Mrs.
CamPbell, Mrs. Crawford and
Mrs. Shoemaker, visitors from
Murray and Martin were wel-
comed, along with several
guests of local members.
Hostesses for the evening
were Ruth Puckett, chairman,
Frances Jones and Beulah
Jewell.
County Is Observing
Soil Stewardship Week
This is Soil Stewardship
Week, a nationwide observance
which places emphasis on
man's obligation to God as
stewards of the soil, water and
other related resources and is
being celebrated locally, ac-
cording to Charles E. Wright,
Chairman, Fulton County Soil
Conservation District.
"Resources and Renewal,"
the theme of this year's obser-
vance, underscores the respon-
sibility which each citizen has
in dealing forthrightly with
current issues involving stew-
ardship of renewable natural
resources. The Fulton County
Soil Conservation District and
some 3000 companion Districts
othroughout the nation, along
with their State and National
Associations, are sponsoring the
event for the 16th consecutive
year.
There will be 15 minute pro-
grams on Foil Stewardship this
week on WFUL Radio in Ful-
ton at 12:45 P. M. Monday
through Friday. Ministers par-
ticipating in these programs in-
clude: Rev. Fred Thomas,
Crutchfield Charge, Crutch-
field, Ky.; Rev. Robert J.
Crump, Cayce Methodist
Church, Cayce, Ky.; Rev. R. E.
Kelchner, Church of God,
Hickman, Ky.; Rev. James E.
Lucius, Church of the Naza-
rene„ Fulton, Ky.; Rev. Rob-
ert H. Dills, First Baptist
Church, Hickman, Ky.
David Daniel
Gets Citation
David Daniel, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Daniel, was
given the LC() and Phillip B.
Sang award for superior and
outstanding service for Lincoln
College, Lincoln, Illinois, last
Saturday at Honors Day.
David is a professor of ac-
counting at Lincoln College.
This honor was voted on by
the students and the award
carries a $1,000 honorarium.
•
Miss Olive
Engagement Of Miss Olive,
Mr. Elliott Is Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Carter Olive are today .an-
nouncing the engagement and approaching mar-
riage of their daughter, Judith Ann, to Mr. Ger-
ald M. Elliott, Jr., nephew of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Exum of Fulton.
Miss Olive is a 1966 Fulton High School grad-
uate. She will receive a Bachelor of Science de-
gree in Home Economics from Murray State
University in June. Her social sorority is Kappa
Delta.
Mr. Elliott is a 1964 graduate of Futon High
School. He attended Murray State University
and is now the Metropolitan Insurance Agent in
Union City, Tenn.
A June wedding is being planned.
TELL ME A STORY the children said and the teacher did. This is a daily scene at the Junior Woman's Club kindergarten class
each school day at the Woman's Club building. Mrs. W. C. Sloan is the director of the program and Mrs. Jimmy Lawrence is
the assistant. Mn, M. W. Haws is the music director.
Dear Ann Landers: Here's a
message for "Had It," the
mother of a teen-age Cop-Out.
"Keep yourself clean. Respect
older people, Accept responsi-
bilities. The world doesn't owe
you anything. Get -moving.
Make a contribution." These
are the same rules I was rais-
ed -by and I'm 16—a member
of your son's generation. Ap-
parently you believe all teen-
agers are alike. You are mil-
taken.
It's obvious from your letter
that you and your husband
have given your son too much
freedom and too much of
everything. You probably feel
guilty because you have let
trim walk all over you. You also
let him mouth off and be ob-
noxious. You say your son has
been kicked out of two schools
for smoking marijuana but you
would send him to a third
school if he can get in some-
place. Why? I'll bet he
wouldn't have been out for
smoking marijuana if it was
his own money going down the
4otoit 2aacie4i
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
drain. Why make the same
mistake a third time?
Quit asking yourself where
you failed and start to make
some demands on that spoiled
son. Don't let him give you
that old line about inheriting a
lousy world. Your generation
inherited a lousy world, too.
It's what we do with that lousy
world that counts. Smoking
marijuana won't help.
Lay down the law to your
son, which is what you should
have done years a-go. If he re-
bels, kick him out. I know you
love him, but maybe being
foreed to make his own way in
this world will make a man out
of him. M. W. of Phoenix
Dear Ann Landers: We live
in a four-family flat. The peo-
ple below us work crazy hours
— when they are on the night
shift they sleep during the day.
When they are on the split shift
they sleep at unpredictable
hours. We never know if they
are in or out.
We have a Mx-month baby
who makes a lot of laundry.
My washing machine is direct-
ly above our ieghbor's bed-
room. I have to run at least
two loads every day. The
neighbors complain that this in-
terferes with their rest.
Like most women I do my
vacuuming in the morning and
this also bothers them. Twice
last month when we had guests
they pounded on the pipes with
a monkey
-wrench and beat on
our ceiling with a broom
handle. This can be very em-
barrassingwhen you are trying
to carry on a conversation.
Yesterday the baby cried and
woke them up. They called on
the phone and screamed,
"Don't you know this is Sun-
ray?" My husband told them
WE knew it was Sunday but
the baby didn't.
We have never had any trou-
ble with neighbors before and
we would like to resolve our
problems with these people be-
cause we cannot move. Will you
suggest a solution? — People
Who Want Peace
Dear People: Invite the
neighbors for a cup of coffee
and let them know you want
peace. Offer to do your laun-
dry and vacuuming when they
are at work. Explain that you
can't control the baby's crying
but you'll do your best. When
they see you are interested in
a better relationship the
chances are good that they will
cooperate. The solution in a
word is—communication.
Confidential to: Want To
Help Them: Your letter sug-
gest that you might be getting
vicarious kicks. If you really
want to help suggest that they
go to a doctor.
When romantic glances turnto warm embraces is it love or
chemistry? Send for the book-
kit "Love Or Sex And How To
Tell The Difference," by Ann
Landers. Enclose a long,MaDP-
ed, self-addressed envelope
and 35c in coin with your re-
quest.
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Can We Stop Highway Littering? Last Year
It Cost The State Of Kentucky $1,500,000
In this week's mail came a
plea from Kentucky Highway
Commissioner Eugene Goss to see
if we could help, through the col-
umns of this newspaper, to wage
war with him on the littering that
goes on, on our highways.
The Highway Department of
Kentucky, mind you, had to spend
over $1,500,000 during 1969 to
clean up the litter that was strewn
along our roads and ditches. That
money could all have been spent
on more road improvements for
all of us, instead of being literally
wasted having to clean up some-
body's waste.
Goss points out that the ex-
pense was necessary, and you will
have to agree. The Department of
Highways has a responsibility to
keep right-of-ways clear of litter.
Oddly enough, the Commissioner
points out, some critics pick on the
Highway Department for not
cleaning up the litter, rather than
on the REAL problem: those that
cause the litter. As he points out,
"when a child leaves toys scat-
tered throughout the house, a
father doesn't criticize his wife
for failing to pick them up; he
sees to it that the child puts them
up."
Littering highway ditches is
a sloppy, shameful waste of your
money that should be stopped if
at all possible. One writer this
week suggested to us that canned
and bottled drinks should be taxed
high enough to eliminate these
prime offenders, yet could not
suggest any practical substitute.
Nor can we. Yet the trash increas-
es each year, and sometime soon
some drastic measures are almost
certain to be taken.
We have noted that some
States post frequent signs along
their highways warning fines of
up to $300 for littering, and Ken-
tucky could well try this plan, to-
gether with a determined effort
to catch any offender that it can.
Small Towns Ranked "Top" As Ideal
Places To Live and Raise Children
The overwhelming majority
of Americans assign most of the
classic virtues of life to rural peo-
ple and rural life. They believe
rural people are superior to their
city counterparts — in health,
friendliness, community involve-
ment and freedom from pressure
and tension.
These are among the findings
of a recently completed independ-
ent nationwide survey of attitudes
toward these subjects. The sur-
vey, the most extensive of its kind
ever made, was conducted for the
National Rural Electric Coopera-
tive Association (NRECA) by In- Only in the sense of know-
ternational Research Associates,—ledge -and sophistieation are th
Inc., New York.
NRECA, an organization rep-
resenting almost 1,000 rural elec-
tric systems throughout the
United States, commissioned
INRA to measure public know-
ledge and understanding of rural
America . . . its problems and its
people . . . in light of a rapidly
changing rural economy and vast
rural-to-urban population shifts.
The survey was conducted
among 1,400 people, two-thirds of
them urban and one-third rural to
reflect the nation's population
balance.
•
city residents given a decided
?Age; they are believed to be much
better informed about the affairs
of the world.
This favorable image of the
rural person extends uniformly to
the conditions of rural life. Most
people believe that poverty is to
be found in the cities much more
than in rural areas and that hous-
ing conditions are far worse in the
city than in the country. Only on
the matter of the quality of educa-
tional facilities are cities conceded
the advantage, but even here the
gap is small.
Only 15 per cent of the
The overwhelming majority American population would pre-
of Americans state they have some fer to live in large cities. There is
contact with the small towns and grave dissatisfaction among those
rural areas of the country and hold who already live there—only__27
an extremely favorable image of per cent of the present large-city
rural America. When life in the residents say they live there by
big cities and the rural areas are choice. In contrast, 70 per cent of
hypothetically compared, rural those who live in small towns
life seems to hold all of the classic say they prefer to live there; a full
virtues and few, if any, faults. 75 per cent of those who live in
rural areas are satisfied.
People who live in rural
areas are believed to be much Almost paradoxically, a large
friendlier, much healthier, much plurality of the population be-
lieves that the large city is where
a young man has the best chance
Second-class pesfage mild at Peahen, Ky.
t2041 of building a good life for himself.
The young themselves reflect this
attitude clearly: 55 pet cent of
those under 25 felt that they
should go to the city to get ahead,
although only 26 per cent of this
same group say they would really
prefer to live there.
Apparently the middle road—
the small town—represents the
successor of various weekly papers In Pullen true ideal for the average Ameri-
can. It is the small town that is
ranked first as a place to live and
as a place to raise children. The
rural areas come second and the
Weekly Palters. cities a poor third.
Address all mall (subscriptions, change el
address. Forms Mt) to Pest Office hex 34
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Subscription Rates: PA per year In Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Candies, Ky., and Mien
and Wealdey Counties, Tenn. Ebewhere
throughout the United States $4.111 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Wes
Tax.
kw first of width was founded In 101111.
Publidted Every Thursday ef The Year ef IN
Commercial Ave. Pukes,. Ky. MG
Voted ene ef Kiethatkee "SW En Emma"
more honest and much harder
working than their city counter-
parts. They are thought to be free
of the tensions and pressures of
city living. To a slightly lesser de-
gree, they are believed to be more
active in community affairs and to
care more about the needs of com-
munities other than their own.
Contrary to the standard stereo-
type, they are felt to have more
fun in life than the city dwellers.
In terms of his "open-minded-
ness," the rural resident is ranked
on a par with the resident of the
big city.
UAL'S Cell HER
ADMONITION
No, I am through and you can call in vain.
There is too great a fee for your caress;
Too great a share of heartbreak and pain
And all the kindred hurts of loneliness.
What does it mean at best? A fevered hour
When I forget that you are not for me;
Your charm aglow like some exotic flower
To rouse again the waves of memory.
No, I am through - the trumpet call of youth
Must sound in vain - for I have need of rest;
You have no peace to give - no certain truth -
And I am sick and weary of my quest.
Leave me to books and wine and memories -
Nothing you have to give can equal these!
— Philip Stack
Lt.-Gov. Wendell Ford
ANSWERS
THE
PEOPLE
Your questions relating to tee Commonwealth of Kentucky will be
answered. Write Governor Ford at Frankfort, Ky.
TALKING BOOKS FOR THE
PHYSICALLY HANDICAP-
PED — Mrs. H. L. P., of Hen-
derson, writes: "I am not
totally blind but my sight is
impaired, and it is difficult for
me to read regular print. Does
the State have recorded books
for people in my condition?"
Dear Mrs. P.: It does. Ken-
tuckians who cannot read a
FULTON'S
Itibrarry COMIlerf
BY LUCY DANIEL
A Japanese who was visiting
in this country took great inter-
est in American maxims and
similar verbal expression, but
did not always understand
them precisely. One day he
heard the expression, "Out of
sight, out of mind." He went
to the local library and went to
work with a dictionary to get
the real meaning and came up
with the following: "The un-
seen idiot."
THE CAPTIVE QUEEN OF
SCOTS, by Jean Plaidy. In the
summer of 1567, after the mur-
der of Darnley and the defeat
at Carberry Hill, Mary, Queen
of Seats, was in the hands of
her enemies. Humiliated and
forlorn, she was still young, de-
sirable, and an important po-
litical figure throughout Eur-
ope. In her prison at Loch-
leven, Mary met George and
Willie Douglas, who became
susceptible to her fascination.
With their help she attemped to
escape; disguised as a laund-
ress; finally, with breathtaking
recklessness -and the help of
the Douglases, she succeeded.
AMERICAN COUNTY GOV
ERNMENT, by John C. Bol-
lens. This is a significant but
little understood and often ma-
ligned unit. The conflicting ap-
pellations applied to counties,
such as "the dark continent,"
"the dead Indian." "the head-
less wonder," etc., stand as
strong evidence of the lack of
sufficient information and an-
alysis about them. This book
attempts to determine the cur-
rent state of knowledge about
counties and suggests research
in this field that seemingly
would be highly productive.
THE WEEDKILLERS DAU-
GHTER, by Harriette S. Ar-
bon'. In this novel Miss Arnow
explores the secret world of a
precocious fifteen-year-old girl.
It is a world, not of fantasy but
of intense reality, kept pre-
carious and ingeniously hidden
from her parents and mentors
—from her continually terrified
mother, and especially from
her driven father, a man viru-
lently anti-red, anti-black, anti.
life, for whom rage is the only
mode of being, rage at his fam-
ily and rage at anything un-
orthodox, foreign, or poor that
shows its face in Detroit's
"Eden Hills," rage at the very
backyaid weeds he ubsesiveIy 
exterminates.
afes
THE VOICE OF AIR, by
Evelyn Berckman. "In a Lon-
don Museum, there is a strange
and horrible toy. This toy lives
in a glass case . . . upon the
floor of the glass ease . . . lies
the prone figure of a man,
nearly life size . . . upon his
prone figure is a tiger . . . its
claws sink deeply into the
man's chest . . ." Meriel Dea-
kin often passed by this glass
case, so numb and immersed in
the misery of a broken love af-
fair that she never saw the
hideous scene inside. Until one
day, a young man demonstrat-
ed how the mechanical toy
could produce almost human
sounds ...
T H E CHRONOLOGICAL
HISTORY OF THE NEGRO
IN AMERICA. by Peter M.
Bergman. This one-volume
factual handbook for students
and the general reader com-
prises a history of the Negro
American. It is a record of
500 years, and brings together
events, ideas, laws, and legis-
lation, as well as literature,
that have either been long ob-
scured or left in historical
limbo.
GREAT LION OF GOD, by
Taylor Caldwell. In these Pages
Paul is not the woden statue of
traditional biographies, not the
poor tentmaker from Tarsus
employed as a passive instru-
ment of God, but a man of
flesh and blood and strong
emotions, the pious and intel-
id-cum-son of a Wealthy Ro-
man-Jewish family, who was
both a scholar and a poet. Ile
it a man whose entire life was
overshadowed by a sense of sin
and a desire for forgiveness,
and his story is told with com-
passionate understanding.
THE SELLING OF TIIE
PRESIDENT 1968. by Joe Mc-
Ginniss. How do you "correct"
a candidate's lack of humor
and warmth? What is a "bal-
anced" television panel? Ex-
actly what does the tempera-
ture in a television studio have
-to do with a presidential elec-
tion? These are just a few of
the considerations that went
into Richard M. Nixon's 1968
presidential campaign—at the
heart of which was the adroit
manipulation and use of tele-
vision. Little wonder that Hu-
bert H. Humphrey was to say
"I'm -fighting packaged Poli-
tics. It's an abomination for a
man to place himself com-
pletely in -the hands of the
technicians, the ghost writers,
the experts, the pollsters and
come out only as an attractive
package."
THE PROTEGE, by Char-
lotte Armstrong. SELF-SUF-
FICIENT Mrs. Moffat is a
widow who lives in peaceful se-
clusion, At church one Sunday
morning a bearded young
stranger inexplicably joins her
in her pew. He tells her he is
Simon Warren, who lived next
door to her as a child and has
returned for a look at the old
place. Grateful for company,
_Mrs Moffat inviton
(Continued on Page Four)
FROM THE FILES:—
Turning Back The Clock
May 5th, 1950
Mrs. Beaulah S. Burnette, teacher of piano,
Fulton, Ky., 'will sponsor her three senior stu-
dents on a radio program over WENK, Union
City, Saturday morning, May 6. The girls who
will take part in the program are: Amelia Par-
rish, Anne Latta, and Carmen Pigue.
Mrs. Mozelle Green, who for two terms has
been honored as president of the auxiliary to the
American Legion Post here, was elected presi-
dent of the First District Auxiliary,
It will be "Hizzonner Jimmy Dalton" on
Saturday when Boy Scout Troop 40 takes over
the reins of South Fulton city government. Jim-
my will serve as Mayor of that progressive little
city and voters and scouters are looking forward
to the "reforms" expected to be initiated by him.
Stanley Jones, young Fulton businessman, a
veteran, and president of the Fulton YMBC, was
elected Monday evening to the City Council post
vacated by Russell Pitchford, who recently left
Fulton to accept a position in Nashville.
Mrs. Wallace Ashby was elected president of
the Fulton Junior Woman's Club at the May
meeting of the organization Tuesday night at the
Club Home. At the same time Mrs. Johnny
Sharpe was elected chairman of the Scholarship
Committee.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Work of
Dukedom, Tenn., was the scene of a birthday din-
ner honoring Joe Work on his forty-seventh
birthday. The guest list included: Mr. and Mrs.
Lowell Williams and Dana, Mr. and Mrs. Ishmel
Byars, Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Williams and Michael,
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Work and Larry Dale, Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Edwards and Terry, Mr and Mrs.
Edd Work, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Work, and Mr.
and Mrs. Cleave Work.
Mrs. Fred Homra honored her little son,
Ronnie, on his third birthday Monday afternoon
with a party at their home on Norman Street.
The guest list included: Carol Luther, Glenn Ex-
urn, Nancy Treas, Margaret Poe, Freddy Hill,
Jackie Carter, Terry Thomas, Mark Dalton, Ann
Williams, Margaret Omar, Jane Edwards, Ward
and Tommy Bushart, and Pamela and Ronnie
Homra,
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
May 5th, 1925
Richard Halliburton, world lecturer, travel-
er and writer of Memphis, will give the com-
mencement address at Fulton High School this
year. The following students are candidates for
graduation: Bob Binford, Paul Bushart, Fred
Camden, Moorman Campbell, Hillman Collier,
Cecil Gardner, Robert Holland, Abraham Ha-
man, Carl Henderson, Morris Howell, George
Hansell, Kenneth Parker, Tobe Perce, Herbert
White, Fred White, Simpson Waggener, Ned
Weems, Leslie Triplett, Ruth Atwood, Mary An-
derson, Jessie Marie Clements, Jennie Combs,
Mary Donoho, Dora Mae Duncan, Emmalieu
Finch, Dorothy Granberry, Minnie Lee Hart,
Hilda Hales, Mary House, Monira Homra, Flor-
ence Wade, Martha Smith, Lena Evelyn Taylor,
Evelyn Lemond, Mary Bell Warren, Lela Osgood,
Berah Roberts, Katherine Smotherman, Desiree
Brann, and Mary Sue Williams.
The thirteen South Fulton graduates in-
clude: Norma Brann, Lennie Martin Chambers,
Lucile Jonakin, Margaret Griffin, Gladys Elam,
Mozzelle Swiggart, Altie Gates, Era Lewis, Mil-
ton Tucker, Waylon Johnson, Med Jonakin, Neal
Sellars, and Howard Elam. •
A number of complaints lately from farmers
state that Fulton has not sufficient space for them
to hitch their horses; residents warn them away
from their sidewalks by threatening to cut the
horses loose if hitched there.
conventional book comfortably
because of temporary or per-
manent visual or physical
handicaps, can borrow—for free
— a talking book machiae and
a continuing selection of talking
books, magazines and similar
materials.
The machines (a special kind
of portable record player) are
owned by the U. S. govern-
ment. To get one, apply to the
Kentucky Industries for the
Blind, 1900 Browasboro Road,
Louisville 40206. The brief ap-
plications are available at that
address, or at your local public
library. A doctor's certificate
is not necessary; a teacher,
librarian or professional health
worker can countersign the ap-
plication for you. You'll receive
the machine right away by
parcel post.
Kentucky Industries for the
Blind will not the Kentucky
Library for the Blind and Phy-
sically Handicapped, in Frank-
fort, that .you have the ma-
chine and can lent free re-
cordings.
The library will send you at
once (anti each two months)
lists of books anti magazines
you can borrow. They'll also
send a recording, so you can
hear the lists. The library has
several copies of over 3.000 dif-
ferent books — the Bible, best
sellers, mystery stories and
westerns, plus magaiines like
Reader's Digest, Sports Illus-
trated, Ellery Queen Mystery
Magazine and others.
Just mark the list and send
it for your own list) to the
State Library. You can keep
the records 18 days and can re-
new.
Braille books can also 'be
borrowed from the State Li-
brarY-
There's no postage charge to
you or the library. The U. S
mail carries all materials in
connection with this program
free.
-About 1,800 Kentuckians now
enjoy this excellent service,
nhich is jointly financed by the
state and federal governments.
You'll be interested to know
that 60 per cent of all talking
books in the United States are
recorded in Louisville at the
Printing House for the Blind, so
youll hear familiar voices
such as Milton Metz, Ed Kallay
and Randy Atcher. Happy lis-
tening.
Sincerely.
Wendell Ford
Lieutenant Governor
TO BE A TROOPER — L. T.
M., of Prestonsburg, writes: "I
think I might like to get a job
as state trooper. What are the
qualifications and how could I
apply? Are there any vacan-
cies?"
Dear Mr. M.: Yes. thcre .ire
now job openings in the State
Police. An app!—nt must be
a high school grlduate and
U. S. citizen of good moral
character, 21 to 30 years old,
pass a rigid physical exam,
weigh at least 150 pounds and
be at least 591/2" tall. You
should go to your nearest State
Police Post. The Pikeville post
is nearest to you.
Sincerely,
Wendell Ford
Lieutenant Governor
LEGION LEADER
Chancellor Grooms Herron,
Dresden, has been elected new
Commander of the American
Legion's 9th Tennessee Dis
tric t.
Leave it Te Gad
Note from teacher on Mary's
report card- "Good worker, in-
telligent, but talks too much."
Note frees father over hie
signature on back of report
turd: "Oonie up some time esid
meet her mother."
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DEATHS
Verlie Byrd
Verne Byrd died on Friday
afternoon; May 1, in Hillcrest
Rest Home in Jackson, Tenn.,
following a long illness.
,
Funeral services were held
on Sunday. May 3, in Hornbeak
Funeral Home Chapel. with
burial in Rock Springs Ceme-
Mr. By'rd, 81, was a retired
farmer of the Crutchfield Com-
munity. He was born in Fulton
County, the son of the late Wil-
liam and Ada Belle Lewis
Byrd. and was a member of the
('rutehfield Baptist Church.
He was married,to the former
Mattie Veatch, who preceded
him in death in 1969.
Surviving are one daughter,
Mrs. Sue Brown of Cincinnati;
five sons. Rev. Eldon Byrd of
Jackson. Tenn., Glenn Byrd of,
Selmer. Tenn., Roy Byrd of
Baltimore. Elvis Byrd of .Chi-
cago and Herbert Byrd of De-
troit, one brother, Merchel
Byrd. of Crutchfield, and sev-
eral grandchildren.
Mrs. Zula Gordon
0  Mrs.  Zula _PearL_Gordon.
diet on Saturday, May 2, in
the °Non County General Hos-
al at Union City. following an
eytended
Funeral services were held
Monday. May 4, in Rhodes
chap.] church, with Rev. J. T.
Neely oqiciating. Burial was in
the church cemetery and ar-
rangemen"s were in charge of
Jackson Funeral Home of
Dukedom.
Mrs. Gordon. 73, lived at 202
Sixth Street in Fulton.
Surviving are three sons.
James Thomas Gordon and Al-,
fred Gordon. both of Fulton
and L. E. Gordon of Chicago;
two daughters. Mrs. Dorothy
Watson of Cape Girardeau,
hio., and Mrs. Gladys Bowlin
of Muskegon, Mich., two bro-
thers, Jess and Marvin Cook of
Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Cles-
sie Blancett of Akron, several
• grandchildren and great grand-
children.
Mrs. Williams
Funeral services for Mrs.
Viloet Faye Williams were held
in Hornbeak Funeral Home on
Tuesday, May 3, with Rev. J.
T. Neely officiating. Burial
was in Brownsville Cemetery.
Mrs. Williams died Sunday,
May 3, in the Ohion County
General Hospital, following a
long illness. She was sixty
years of age.
She was born in Obion Coun-
ty, Tenn., the daughter of the
late Thomas and Maggie Wise-
man Bondurant, and was the
widow of Len Williams, who
died in 1952.
She was a member of the
South Fulton Baptist Church
and lived on Route 5, Fulton.
Surviving are five sons, Bob-
by Williams of Fulton, David
Rogers and Joe Thomas Wil-
liams of Memphis, Billie Wil-
barns of Paducah, and James
Lester Williams of Murray; one
step-son, Len Williams of De-
troit; two daughters, Mrs. Har-
old Phipps, Route 1, Fulton
and Mrs. Billy Grooms of Ful-
ton; one step-daughter, Mrs.
Max Miller of Union City; two
brothers, Raymond Bondurant
of Union City and Milton Bon-
durant of Clarksdale. Miss •
three sisters, Mrs. Jordan Fer-
guson of Fulton, Mrs. Cleo
Peeples of South Fulton and
Mrs. Hugh Roberts of Union
City, and sixteen grandchildren.
BRONZE STAR
Master-Sgt. Julian Hill, Dres-
den, has received the Bronze
Star recently for outstanding
meritorious service in connec-
tion with military operations
against a hostile force in Viet-
nam.
1971 EDITOR
Louella Puckett, Water Val-
ley, FHS junior, has been nam-
ed editor of the 1971 yearbook
the "Gr-r-rowl."
S. N. Valentine
Shelly Norman Valentine died
Thursday morning, April 30, in
the Fulton Hospital.
Funeral services were held
Saturday afternoon, May 2, in
Hornbeak Funeral Home Chap-
el, with Rev. James Best and
Rev. Charles Jobe officiating.
Burial was in Fairview Ceme-
tery.
Mr. Valentine, who was 93
years of age on April 28, was
born in Henry County, Tenn.,
the son of the late Thomas Ru-
ben and Mary Elizabeth Tay-
lor Valentine. He was a mem-
ber of the First Baptist Church,
serving as a deacon for more
than fifty years. He was mar-
ried to the • former Geneva
Florence Wilson, who preceded
him in death in 1936. He was
a retired carpenter and lived
on Glendale in South Fulton.
Surviving are four daughters,
Mrs. Bailey Roberts of Fulton,
Mrs. Milford Jobe of Water
Valley, Mrs. Tom Beadles of
Richmond and Mrs. Harold
Norman of Middleton, Ohio;
two sons. Billy Valentine of
Antioch, Ill., and Lowell Val-
entine of Franklin, Ky., fifteen
grandchildren and fifteen great-
grandchildren.
Jesse Goodwin
Funeral serv,ices for Jesse
Edward Goodwin were held in
the Cuba Church of Christ Sat-
urday afternoon, May 2, with
Rev. Mason Bevel and Bro.
William Hardison officiating.
Burial was in Cuba Cemetery
and Jackson Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Goodwin,. 74, died in
Lourdes Hospital at Paducah
on Wednesday, May 6, follow-
ing an extended illness.
He was the son of the late
Henry and Mary Irene Lewis
Goodwin and was a retired
farmer of Pilot Oak. He was a
member of the Pilot Oak Bap-
tist Church.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Era Hicks Goodwin of Pilot
Oak; two daughters, Mrs.
Charley Whitman of Route 2,
Dukedom, and Mrs. Wallace
Sandberg of Dublin, California,
and three grandsons..
Mrs. A. L. Harvey
Mrs. Art L. Harvey died in
the Baptist Hospital in Nash-
ville-on iszodoasclay, April 2q 
Funeral services were held in
the Bethel Primitive Baptist
Church in Nashville on Friday,
May 1, with Elder Vern Jack-
son officiating. Burial was in
Sandy Branch Cemetery, near
Dukedom, and Jackson Fun-
eral Home was in charge of ar-
rangements.
Mrs. Harvey was the former
Miss Ima Pounds, a native of
Weakley County, and the dau-
ghter of the late Mac and Betty
Simmons Pounds. She was a
former resident of Dukedom
community.
Surviving are her husband,
Art L. Harvey; one son, Luke
E. Harvey of Nashville; three
sisters, Mrs. Sevenah Mans-
field of Fulton, Mrs. Cappie
'Bowfin of Dukedom and Mrs.
Mollie Bet Simpson of Martjn.
Subscribe To The News
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home. Having insinuated him-
self as a companion, gardener,
and jack-of-all-trades, Simon
settles down with the old wo-
man for an indefinite period of
time.
Parts For All
Electric Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
Greenfield Monument Works
— In Operation 66 Years —
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons
W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1153
J. B. MANESS SONS
Gromillold, Tenn.
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Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
The history of the Methodist Church of Hickman goft back
over one 'hundred years to the year 1840 when Milb'Point, the
name of the town at that time, was a circuit in what is now the
Paducah District. The first church was built on the lot where the
F. T. Randle. home now stands. This building served as a school-
house and as a meeting place for other denominations. The Presid-
ing Bishop was James 0. Andrews, In 1846 the Methodist Episcopal
Church South was organized and in 1848 a frame building was
erected on the present site at a cost of 32,800,
church which was a part of the Hickman Circuit.
'In 1855 it became a station, with H. D. Howell as its first sta-
tion preacher, but no record is given of the number of charter
GEORGE F. McKELVY
Pastor
HICKMAN, KENTUCKY
members. In 1882 a brick church was built on this same lot. The
salary at this time was $300 per year. These pastors lived in a
small room built on the Church lot, but they took their meals with
the church members, staying a month at each place.
In 1907, twenty-five years later, the church was remodeled
while H. C. Johnson was the pastor and two Sunday School rooms
and a pastor's study were added. In 1916 a fund was received from
the Carnegie Foundation to purchase and install the first pipe or-
gan. The claw& was completely destroyed by fire in February 1834
-and-the--eame-year,--tineier-the-leadership-of V_ 4 DaShAror_the-
pastor, it was rebuilt into the beautiful structure which now stands.
Since 1851, the church has had 53 ministers assigned as its
pastor. Four of these have been returned to serve a second time.
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
Hickman - Fulion R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
Dari-Cream, Inc.
West State Line
Fulton, Ky. 472-3657
Evans Drug Company
The Resin Store
216 Lake Street 472-2421
Cecil's Garage & Standard Sta.
Wheel Alignment & Balancing
110 Lake Street 472-9072
Archie's Live Stock Barn
Every day we buy & sell all kind of
eve stock
Union City — Fulton Hwy. 479-2191
Ray Williams Insurance
207 Commercial 472-2430
Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee
M & B Gulf Station
Tiros, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed 472-9060
The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. 286-2655
Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store--or at your deer
Fulton, Ky. 4713311
Park Terrace Motel
Restaurant & Gift Shop
Join us after church on Sunday
IC-N Root Beer Drive-In
CLOSED SUNDAY
Broadway Sp. Fulton 479-1711
E. W. James and Sons
SUPERMARKETS
Hickman South Fulton Union City
Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Fuhon and South Fulton
a good place to work
Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Street
Fulton, Ky. 472-1412
Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street 472,1362
Fulton Compliments of
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave. Fulton 472-1471
Fulton Bank
THU FRIENDLY BANK
Curtis Electric Co. Henry Edwards Trucking Co
Complete Electric Servk. MCA11402
124 Merril. 479-2173 alnien• ICY. 653-271
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AWARD-WINNING ALLIED MILLS WAYNE FEED DEALERS and their wives were honored
recently with special recognition and naming to the President's Honor Council (PHC) in core_
monies held in Marbella, Spain. President and Chief Executive Officer Roy E. Folck, Jr., (1),
congratulates: Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Butts of Butt's Feed Mill Fulton, Kentucky for their out-
standing marketing services performed the past year. A plaque and an all-expense, four-day
tour of Spain and Africa were awarded these outstanding dealers for their services rendered
livestock and poultry feeders. They were among nearly 200 dealer couples who were guests of
the Chicago-based agribusiness firm. J. E. Streatman, vice president and general manager of
the Wayne Western and Southern division, is pictured at far right.
• LATHAM
Mrs. W. C. Morrison
GR. .../.1.0--••=111=Va•
Mrs. Harold Smith returned
from the Obion County Hos-
pital last Tuesday, having un-
dergone major surgery the
week before. •
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Cum-
mings rn-le a business tr:p and
a visi 'o Mr. and Mrs. Dale
Cummings in Lexington, Ky.,
over the week end.
Mrs. Ruth Cornelius, of Mid-
dleton, Tenn., Mrs. Mary Craw-
ford of Bolivar, Tenn., and
Mrs. Edna Sharp of Bradford,
Tenn., visited Mr. and Mrs.
Chess Morrison and Mr. and
Mrs. Ulysses Dortch last Sun-
day.
Funeral services were held
for Mrs. Ima Harvey of Nash-
ville at Sandy Branch last Fri-
day afternoon, with burial in
the elnirch cemetery. Jackson
Funeral Home was in charge of
arrangements.
Leon Mosley, of Detroit, visit
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hu-
ron Mosley, last week. '
Mrs. Severa Mansfield of
Fulton, but formerly of this
community, is a patient in
Furon Hospital, suffering from
double pneumonia.
Chess Morrison remains about
the same. Visitors this week
included: Jack Pogue, Robert
and Randy, Mr. and Mrs.
Baron Dixon, Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Vaughan and Mr. and
Mrs. Bonnie Cummings.
Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses Doetch
sold a lot in Latham to Mr.
and Mrs. Jeter Bowlin.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
the following friends:
May 8: Robert Bellew, A. D.
Russell; May 9: Gary Cathey,
Umphrey McKendree; May 10:
J. T. Brockwell, Jimmette Gil-
bert, Carl Wilson;
May 11: Dr. D. L. Jones;
May 12: Mrs. Henry Bethel,
Mrs. D. D. Legg; May 13:
Keith Counce, Mrs. Kenneth
Turner.
FOURTH PLACE
The FHS track team placed
fourth in Class A competition
at the WKA district meet at
Ft. Campbell last Saturday.
Make Mom leisure at.
home hours cool and
comfortable. Give her
a pretty duster for
Mother's Day.
• ROUTE THREE
Alin. Williams
There was an auOtion sale
Saturday at the Walker .Midyett
farm; near Dukedom, with a
large crowd attending.
'Mr. and Mrs. Charles (Son-
ny) Dalton and family visited.
his parents, Mr. 'and Mrs. N. C.
Dalton, and other relatives
here over the week end.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles May-
nard have bought the old
Shade Meacham ' farm, near
Dalton's Store.
We visited Mrs. Lenora
Jones Sunday afternoon in the
home of her daughter, Mrs.
Tommy Reams, and found her
doing fine. We do hope for her
a speedy recovery.
Fourteen tames met' in the
home of Mrs. Stella Jones Fri-
day evening for a paint demon-
stration by Mrs. Helen Allen.
All enjoyed the Paint lesson and
the delicious refreshments ser-
ved by Mrs. Jones. Mrs. Allie
'Ferrell will have a paint party
in her home on the 12th of
May.
Mr. and Mrs. James Lewis
and Mr. and Mrs. Claud Mc-
Neil visited Mr. and Mrs. Ever-
ett Williams and Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Lewis for a while Thurs-
day evening.
For the folks that receive our
writing in the paper away from
the old home town of Fulton,
we still are having a lot of rain.
We have had a couple of no-
rain days, but it was a lot
cooler. We have beautiful flow-
ers in bloom here now - iris,
snowballs, roses, azaleas and
several other beautiful ones are
blooming in large quantities
this spring. Some corn is up
and looks like they planted the
little yellow kind. Some folks
have gardens which we have
not planted as to now.
Mrs. Dorothy Hopkins enter-
ed the hospital Sunday for sur-
gery on her hand Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
French visited with Mr. and
Mrs. Luther Page awhile Sat-
urday night.
'Mr. and Mrs. Lon Watts
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Clar-
ence French Sunday afternoon.
We were sorry to hear of the
death of Mrs. Violet Williams
Sunday morning. We extend
our sympathy to her family in
the loss of their dear mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lewis and
Mrs Wilma Lewis visited Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Workman Sun-
day.
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Frields
Rev. Bobby Copeland filled
his regular appointment _ at-
New Salem Baptist Church the
past Sunday at 11 a. m. The
attendance was up at Sunday
School, held at 10 a. m. The
afternoon was devoted to Gos-
pel Singing and many attend-
ed, several leaders taking part.
Some fine vocal numbers were
rendered.
Mrs. Lenora True and her
friegs1,.. Juanita, from
Florence, Mo., spent several
days here the past week with
Mrs. True's in-laws, Mr. and
Mrs. Grover True.
Mrs. Jeannie Turner fell at
her home the past week. No
bones were broken, but she is
otherwise shaken up. She is
now at the home of her foster
son, fluel Wright, in Dukedom.
Danny Davis, who is with the
National Guard, has finished
training at Fort Bragg, N. C.
and is now in Virginia. He
spent the past week end here
with parents, Mr. and 'Mrs.
Cecil Davis, of this District No.
1. He returned to Virginia Sun-
day and will be home in June,
after finishing his six-months
training.
Bcilyby Rickman, who has
been working in Huntsville,
Ala., since September last year,
will be going soon for training
in South Carolina with the Na-
tional Guards, after having en-
listed. His wife, Billie, will re-
turn to her home in Erwin,
Tenn., for the time being.
Mrs. Martha Croft, her sis-
ter, Mrs. Ma Reed and daugh-
ter, Mildred Brummitt, will
leave this week end for Chi-
cago and Gary. Ind., to visit
their brother and uncle, Jim
Murray, who is sick and hos-
pitalized with emphysema. Mr.
and Mrs. Murray will leave
soon to make their home in
San Diego, Calif. with their
daughter and family. All good
wises are sent to his bedside
in Gary and their trip and
residency on the West Coast.
Miss Maud Sisson was Sun-
day dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Vincent and attended
set-vices and singing at New
Salem Sunday.
Mrs. Jack McClain is now at
home, after several days in
Hillview Hospital. She is doing
nicely, to the delight of family
and friends.
We were saddened when
news reached here that Joe
Vernon Gualden had suddenly
expired in his doctor's-cffice in
Mayfield several days ago,
where he had gone for consul-
tation. He is survived by his
companion. The funeral was in
Byrne Funeral Home, who had
arrangements, and burial was
in Good Springs Cemetery.
The Gualden family were for-
mer residents of this section.
DEATHS
T. G. Clark
T. G. Clark died unexpected-
ly on Monday, May 4, in the
Fulton Hospital.
Funeral services were held
Wednesday, May 6, in the
P-5 Fulton County News, Thursday, May 7, 1970
ren, Mich.; and eight sisters,
Mrs. Buford Sisson 'of Fulton,
Mrs. Lily Tarver, Mrs. Gard-
ner Whitlock and Mrs. Alben
Thorpe of South Fulton, Mrs.
Earl Meadows of Crutchfield,
Mrs. Carl Hopkins of Warren,
Mich., Mrs. Keese Voss of De-
troit, and Mrs. Robert Law-
rence of Colorado Springs.
,,Subscribe To The News
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Water Valley Baptist Church,
with Rev. Les Morgan and
Rev. Fred Jones officiating.
Burial was in Clark Cemetery.
Hornbeak Funeral Home was
in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Clark, 54, was born in
Hickman County, the son of the
late Charlie and Mae Nicholas
Clit.k. He was a World War II
veteran and a member of the
Water Valley Missionary Bap-
tist Church. At the time of his
death he was employed as a
rot: e-man for OK-Parisian
Laundry in Fulton. He lived on
Route 1, W..:ter Valley.
Surviving are his wife, the
former Rosemary Stephens,
Route 1, Water Valley; one
son, Tommy George Clark,
Route 1. Water Valley; one dau-
ghter, Mrs. Barbara Linder.
Route 2, Water Valley; three
bmthers, J. D. Clark—Of Route
3, Wingo, Bushart Clark of De-
troit and Rufus Clark of War-
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CARD OF THANKS
I want to express my thanks
for all visits, cards, flowers,
gifts and prayers during my
recent illness. I believe it
would be impossible to recu-
perate without the kindness of
friends and my family. I love
each of you. May God bless
you.
Mrs. 'Therman Rachelle)
Howell
Route 1. Crutchfleld
Electric ranges
make the others obsolete
c\c\rinz2  
Electric ranges offer you features other ranges don't have.
Featui.eS for improving your cooking skill and cooking
pleasure.
Microwave ovens, for example, for extra fast cooking.
Smooth cook-top surface units: Foolproof self-cleaning ovens.
Constant temperature control. Sensing devices on surface
units to keep food from burning. Cooler cool g in summer.
Automatic controls on ovens for away-from-home cooking.
You don't have to limit yourself when your range is electric.
See your dealer for cleaner, cooler, easier ELECTRIC COOKING/
FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
BONUS PROGRAM
Electric Rang*
Water Heater
Air Conditioner
$15.00
$15.00
  $10.00
EkctHc Barbecue Grill $10.00
The above bonus will be applied from May 1, 1970, to
June 1, 1970, under the following provisions:
It shall be installed on the Fulton Electric System
It shall be inspected by the Fulton Electric System
after installation.
The customer will present a sales slip from partici-
pating merchant at the Fulton Electric System office
no later than June 2, 1970.
•
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ELECTRICITY DOES IT BEST!A 
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Fulton Electric System
MAIN STREET PHONE 472-1382
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Letters To Editor
Congratulations!
The paper of action has done
it again! You got the Avenue
of the Americas mowed and
cleaned up in a hurry.
Now there are three more
things that need your attention
in Fulton. One is to get the
swimming pool operating prop-
erly. One is to get Batts to
clean up that god-awful mess
that will be laying there one
full year come August 1st.
The third is this. Please take
your camera and take some
pictures at the corner of Main
and Commercial in Fulton.
That filling station on the cor-
ner has the sidewalk complete-
ly blocked with signs. I have
to walk up and down that street
several times a day and I have
to either walk clean out in the
street or walk among the cars
getting gas.
Its unsafe and its illegal to
block the sidewalk but the po-
lice won't do a darn thing
about it. It's also dangerous for
cars trying to get out of Main
Street. You can't see through
or around all those darn signs.
—Name Withheld
Annandale, Va. 22003
May 4th, 1970
Dear Jo and Paul:
I thought we would be able
to get back to Fulton for our
50th anniversary, which was
the 25th of April, but, some-
how, was unable to make it.
But we are planning to come
to Fulton some time in June
and will be coming around to
see you-all soon.
We had a very nice anniver-
sary. Of course, our daughter,
Peggy, was with us. She is
Mrs. Carroll W. Pope of Vien-
na, Va. I am sure you know
about Vienna. Our oldest SOO,
James, and Charles, the young-
est, could not make it. James
lives in Anaheim, Calif., and
Charles lives in El Paso, Tex.
With other friends, we had a
MEN NEEDED
In this area to train as
LIVESTOCK
BUYERS
LEARN TO BUY CATTLE,
HOGS AND SHEEP
at salt barns, teed lots, and
isrmA We prefer to train own 21-
55 with livestock •aperience.
For local interview, write age,
phone, address owl beckgroued.
National Meat Packing
236 E. Town
Columbus, Ohio 43215
.•1•11.0
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - -
Your insurance Needs
RICE AGENCY
Fulion 472-1341
very. ritee-arthiversary.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman House.
ton were with us the night we
were married in the First Bap-
tist Church parsonage, after
the services. Of course, Mrs.
Norman was Delma Furlong
and I don't know, but I think
they will celebrate their 50th
some time this coming August.
Guess you are tired of all of
this gab, so I am enclosing
check for renewal of the Fulton
County News, which I enjoy
very much and especially your
column. 
.
Thanks a lot.
Roy T. Hamlett
4200 Connally St.
Apt. No. 30
Wingo, Route 1
Dear Editor,
My copy of The News this
week has a perfumed scent to
it. How Come?
E. P., Wingo
Ans: Well, it was like this.
The roof in our shop has a lit-
tle leak in it, right over our
paper cutter. When it rains a
lot, the water drips on the pap-
er cutter_and -gets the bed of it
a little rusty. In order to make
the cutter bed slick after we
wipe the rust film off, we gen-
erally sprinkle a little talcum
powder on it. You must have
gotten the very bottom paper
on the stack, that had most of
the talcum powder on it. Con-
gratulations; nq extra charge.
—ed.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients
in Fulton hospitals on Wednes-
day, May 6:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Betty Clark, Miller Kelly,
Wayne Workman. Louella
Fulton; Irene Dedmon,
Dorothy Hopkimc. Laura Mor-
ris. Dorothy Kirby, Monette
Tatum, South Fulton; Margaret
Clark, Winn); Verdie Scar-
borough, Union City; Dilcie
Wilson, Martin; Kenneth Tay-
lor, Mayfield.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Jamie Sergerson, Miss
Vickie Jetton. Mrs. Grace
Robey. Ralph Wade, Earl Col-
lins. Mrs. Ella mizzen, Mrs.
Zada McGee, Miss Deborah
'dills, Mrs. Mary Thompson, J.
B. Lawrence, Russell Bock-
man, Jackie Pewitt, Fulton;
Raymond Pewitt, Mack Brown,
Route 1, Fulton: Mrs. J. R.
Holland, Route 3, Fulton; Mrs.
Arden Simpson, Route 4, Ful-
ton: Sam J. Jones, Mrs. Mary
Browder, Ed Neely, Mrs. Sebra
Mansfield, Mrs. Linda Marlon,
South Fulton; Mrs. Margie
J,,n, Mrs. Sarah Haskell,
Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Rhodes,
Water Valley; Mrs. Elizabeth
Mitchell, Mrs. Joyce Clark, Joe
Barbieri, James Waller, Mrs.
Grace Ferguson, W. C. Adams,
Clinton; J. C. Harrison, Route
4. Clinton; Miss Bertie Mae
Rice. Hickman: Mrs. Mary
Gatewood and baby, Palmers-
ville; Mrs. Artie Wray, Crutch-
field; Mrs. Joyce Bettis, Rob-
ert Wilson, Wingo; Mrs. Naomi
Hollingsworth, Oakton: Arthur
Moore, Dresden.
MAXIMUM FINE
[7:4R LITTERING
$300
N
ei WO times
Do more than read it. DO your part to keep
Kentucky beautiiul.
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC,
fiwite 422 • Marion [Taylor Bldg. 312 South 4th Street
Lewisville. Kentucky 40202
"MISS KENTUCKY 1970" 4n the Miss-USA, Miss-Universe COMpetitinn is pretty ,tiOanna Smith, center, wearing a bigsmile following her win here last Saturday night in a pageant at the Woman's Club building. At left is Elaine Stice, Cal-
'vert City, first runner-up, and at the right is Jonda Hall, second runner-up. (See story, page one).
• GOOD SPRINGS
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
Homecoming Day at Good
Springs is just three weeks
away. The remit), Five, of
Dresden, will be the featured
singers of the afternoon, but
many singers and singing
groups have promised to be
there. Hopefully, you are plan-
ning to come, too.
Mrs. Oder Warren was given
a surprise birthday dinner last
Monday by her friends and
neighbors at her home in Duke-
dom. This was her 89th. 'Me
following carried a covered
dish and enjoyed the day with
her: Ora McGuire. Lola Morri-
son, Mid McClain, Polly
Douthitt, Maggie House. Maude
Vincent and Imogene Roberts.
All wish Mrs. Oder continued
good health and many more
happy birthdays.
Mrs. Edgar Ainley, of Mar-
tin, was a week end visitor in
the homes of Mr. and Mrs. T.
L. Ainley and Mr and Mrs
Laverne Windsor.
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Bailey
arrived home Sunday morning
for a few days stay while he is
recovering from minor surgery
which he had in Detroit last
Tuesday. While they are here,
their daughter, Linda, and
family, of Memphis, will meet
them here for a short visit.,
Dukedom Homemakers at-
tending the Memorial Service
at Dresden Sunday afternoon.'
were Elizabeth Darnell, Winnie
Cunninghaill, Eula Nelson and
Louise Westbrook.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bruce
were in Memphis this week
end, visiting her maternal
grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. Lopez Nelson
and son, of California, are
visiting with family a n d
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Williams,
of Detroit. are visiting with
parents, Mr.- and Mrs. Walter
Williams.
Eddie Brown was honored on
his sixth birthday with a party
at his home. Friends who came
to celebrate the occasion with
him were: Rhonda and Joey
Berlage, Ronnie and Donnie
Wilds, Paul Puckett, Glen
Bennett and Brad Byars.
Mr. and Mrs. Alf Cunning-
ham's guests this past week
were Stover Cunningham and
family of Chicago, John Ray
Cunningham and family of 0-
bion, Dallene Narbour of
Memphis and Lottie Cunning-
ham of Horribeak. All were
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Beriage on Saturday
night.
Subject for Rev. Oren Stov-
er's sermon Sunday. May 10,
at 9:45, at Good Springs is
"The Herald of the Gospel."
You are invited to this service.
SPEAKER
Dr. James P. Cornette,
president of West Texas State
University at Canyon, Texas,
will be the principal speaker at
Western Kentucky University's
101st commencement exercises
May 29
New Student-Operated FM Station
At Murray Will Air Serious Music
Murray State University is
planning to go on the air with
its new student-operated radio
station — WKMS-FM—on May
11.
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman
of the department of communi-
cations and station general
manager, said the application
for a station license and a re-
quest for program test author-
ity—which means going on the
air with regular programming
— were filed with the Federal
Communications Commission
Monday.
He said Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
Murray State president, and
other university officials will
be invited to take part in the
inaugural broadcast at 3 p, m.
if the FCC approves the re-
quest.
Details for the dedication
ceremony at the temporary
studios in Wilson Hall on the
-campus are being worked out
by station manager Robert
Howard, assistant professor of
speech and faculty adviser to
the station, and his staff.
"We'll just have to go ahead
with the planning even though
there is a possibility the FCC
might hold up the proceed-
ings," Mofield noted.
He explained that FCC rules
inject some uncertainty into the
birth of new stations because
they require holders of con-
struction permits to ask for •a
sign-on time at least 10 days in
advance. However, the corn-
DAVID PEEPLES--(Conttnued from Paae Clue
good hands with McKelvy as
the new Vol monsterman
coach.
"David has great desire and
is a terrific hitter for his size,"
head coach Robert Carroll said.
"He was a tough defensive
halfback on the freshman team
and is a top contender to take
over monster duties on the var-
sity."
Peeples led the defensive
backfield charges for the frost'
and proved his ability by pick-ing off an enemy aerial and re-
turning it 96 yards for a touch-
down in the 31-20 win over Ma-
rion Institute.
The sophomore stalwart came
to the Vols from Fulton High
School where he was named
All-State honorable mention,
All
-Conference and the team's
most valuable player. He will
draw his first varsity starting
assignment on May 9 at 7:30
p. m. in the annual Orange and
White intrasquad game climax-ing spring practice at UTM.
The annual classic will pit the
Vol first offense and seconddefense aaginst the second of-defense against the second of
Peeples is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clayburn L. Peeples of
South Fulton.
mission usually does not wire
its approval until about one
day ahead of that date, he
said.
Mofield said completion of
tests and construction came
after more than a year of
"feverish work hampered by
frustrating setbacks."
All equipment is designed for
stereo but the station will
broadcast monaural for about
a year—until a move can be
made to the new studios atop
the fine arts addition now un-
der construction. Programs will
then be presented in stereo. The
projected completion date for
the new facility is February of
1971. •
WKMS-FM will be covering a
primary area encompassing
about 515,000  people within a
15-mile radius. Secondary cov-
erage will expand the total
number to 800,000 in Kentucky,
Illinois, Missouri,' Indiana and
Tennessee.
To be mounted on the WKMU-
TV tower at Farmington some
500 feet above average terrain,
the antenna for the new statIon
will be circularly polarized to
offer both horizontal and verti-
cal radiation.
Effective radiated power for
the station, which will operate
on a frequency of 91.3 mega-
cycles, will be 13,000 watts.
The program format will be
largely of the serious music
type, plus coverage of univer-
sity news and events. Among
the programs to originate on
campus will be many of the re-
citals and concerts of the de-
WEATHER REPORT
(From current readings and
records of --Jim -Hale, South
Fulton.)
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partment of music at the uni-
versity.
Contracts have also been
signed for the full leased wire
services of United Press Inter-
national.
Besides serving the univer-
sity community and other list-
eners in the area with pro-
grams not generally available
on commercial stations, a pri-
mary purpose of the station
will be to train students to takejobs in the broadcasting indus-
try.
Regular broadcast hc :rs for
at least the first year will be
4 to 10 p. m. The station will
not ordinarily broadcast on
Sundays.
Two Area Men Lose
Drivers Licenses
The Kentucky Department of
Public Safety announced this
week the names of two area
men whose driver's licenses
have been suspended due to
DWI convittions. Listed were:
Richard Lock Eastep, 34,
Clinton, whose license was
suspended until July 22, 1970,
and Eustace Whitlock, 49, Win-
go Route 1, whose license was
suspended until March 28, 1972.
ATTEND WORKSHOP
Virginia Dickinson and Sus-
an Cardwell, representing Ful-
ton Independent School District,
attended a workshop in social
studies at Kentucky Dam Vil-
lage Last week.
MISS MARTIN
Denise Mays has been named
U. S. JUDGE—
(Continuird From Page One)
taches as such had seriously
upset the decorum of the
school or interferred with the
academic environment ..."
"Rather," he continued, "the
reasoning given by defendants
- for the banning of mustaches
and beards was the need to es-
tabligh some cut-off point" be-
yond which students could not
go in their appearance.
It should be remembered.
Gordon said, "that 4,e are
dealing with adolescents, and
the court must give substantial
weight to those expert in deal-
ing with such matters.
"„What might appear to be
arbitrary as applied to adults
would not necessarily follow
when applied to adolescents;
and those regulations which
might be reasonable for one
school would not necessarily be
reasonable for another in light
of the backgrounds of the stu-
dents involved."
However. Gordon made it
clear that he "is neither pre-
pared nor qualified to weigh
the reasonableness of each
school regulation in this district
and to substitute (his) judg-
ment for those who are trained
to deal with school children and
who are confronted with the
problems of their particular
schooreach day."
The Kentucky Civil Liberties
Union was a party in the suit,
on behalf of the students.
NEW EDITORS
Bob Nanney and Danny Glas-
gow, juniors at Fulton High
School, have been named co-
editors of the school news-
paper, "The Kennel" for the
coming year.
CAMPOREEI
The Cherokee District spring
camporee will be held May 15-
17 on the Charles Roberts Farm
on the Middle Road, with Ful-
ton troop 114 participating.
CANDIDATE
Robert W. Brandon, Martin
attorney, announced this week
as a candidate for the post of
delegate to the 1971 Tennessee
Constitutional Convention,
S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South FtrIton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern and
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
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Kentucky BLUE CROSS ° and BLUE SHIELD.'
Prepaid Health Care Protection Can Help You Budget
In Advance To Meet The Cost Of Needed Health Care
VARIOUS PROGRAMS ARE AVAILABLE TO ELIGIBLE:
• EMPLOYEE GROUPS • COLLEGE STUDENTS
• INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILIES • INDIVIDUALS 65 OR OVER
This Year . . .
Re-discovet'l jituelor
Enjoy Your Vacation But Be Sure To Take Along
Your BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD I.D. Card
(Farm Bureau Members, see your Farm Bureau Agont.)
BLUE CROSS° and BLUE SHIELD'
BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN, INC. KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL INC.
3101 Bardstown Road • Louisville, Ky. 40205 • (502)452-151 1
eAnnarkan Hosp.tal Association IF Association at Oleo 551,14 More
For more information.send us the coupon, today( _
BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
3101 Bardstown Rood, Louisville, Ky, 40205
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RD HITTING—Defensive backs ook on with 
apprehension
as two fellow players go through the "nutcracker dri
ll" during
spring practice at U-T Martin. Junior safetyman Don 
Jones,
a graduate of Union City High School where 
he was named to
the. All-Big Ten Conference team, the TSSAA 
All-Star team
sod an honorable mention All-American, tangles 
with fresh-
rain monsterman David Peeples. Looking on are 
deep backs
Wayne Jones (1.) and Mike Beeler. The Vols will close spring
drills with the annual intrasquad Orange a
nd White game
stheduled for May 9 at '7:30 p.m. In College Stadium.
Something new has been added
Services:
WORK
IRONIN
and any other flatwor
for your sheets, pillowcases, table cloths
Store your furs for the sum
in our Refrigerated vault !
Happy Day Professional Cleane
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Former Gov. Combs, Carroll
Judge Bert T. Comb,. of LOUIS- to whether he will seek the Owensboro, has been m
entioned
ville and Rep. Julian Carroll of nomination for governor. as a supporter of For
d.
Ford said previously he would The Combs-Carroll team now
disclose his plans shortly after is hopefully anticipating
 that
Saturda37 Ford will decide not to 
enter
McCracken County will go after
the Democratic nominations for
governor and lieutenant goVern-
or in the 1971 Kentucky elec- Sources close to Combs and 
the campaign..
lions. Carroll said Carroll made the In announcing that Combs and
Carroll made the announce-!announcement for both of them i he would run as a team, Carrol
l
ment this morning and repeatedlnow as it appeared that Ford:said he was confident 
the exper-
it at a.news conference at still intends to make the race. ience of both candidates would
Louisville Wednesday atternoOn.ilf Ford had said he would not,be appealing 
to Kentucky vat-
Combs recently resigned as a run, the Combs-Carroll an-ler
s. He called the team "one of
judge on the 6th District Court nouncement would have been,maturity and youth."
of Appeals, effective in early held up for another few daysi 
Combs is 58. Carroll is 39.
June. Federal law apparently the sources said. 
Combs served a four-year term
will keep him from publicly dis- The Ford forces also have as gov
ernor ending in De-
cussing his political plans until been holding meetings. Carroll cember, 1963. 
He was considered
then. reportedly told J. R. Miller, to be la
rgely responsible for the
Wednesday's announcem e n t chairman of the party's execu- nomination and 
eventual elec-
was timed to be made before any live committee, last Saturday lion of Edwar
d T. Breathitt, a
announcement from Lt. Gov. of the intention of Combs and Democrat of 
Hopkinsville, as his
Wendell Ford of Owensboro as Carroll to run. Miller, also of success
or.
Chosen For
Girls State
A delegate and two alternate*,
from South Fulton High School
have been chosen for the 24th
annual Volunteer Girls State to
be held May 31 through June 6
on the campus of Middle Ten-
nessee State University of Mur-
freesboro.
The delegate is Miss Edie
Maynard, 17, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Maynard of
Route 3, Fulton. Named as alter-
nates were Denise Coleman, 16,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Coleman of South Fulton, and
Miss Nancy Bagwell, 16, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold ROSS
of South Fulton.
Volunteer Girls State Is spon-
sored annually by the American
Legion Auxiliary, Departmentof
Tennessee. Mrs. Waymon Luten
of Union City is °Mon County
chairman.
The Girls State program,
Mrs. Lutes explained, is de-
signed to educate young people
in the duties, privileges and
responsibilities of American
citizenship and to nourish •
sense of individual obligation
to the community, state and na-
tion.
Girls State is a miniature
state, patterned after the State
of Tennessee. When the girls
register, each is assigned to
a "city" where she will remain
throughout her stay. The citi-
zens will then elect their own
city county and state officials
and live together as self-gov-
erning citizens, each having an
integral part in the functioning
of her state.
Delegates are chosen in
recognition of their leaderahlp,
good character, scholarship,
spirit of cooperation and phys-
ical fitness. They must be laza
IUIISCWS®
BIGGER, I3ETTER VALUES!
LADIES SLACKS
— Knit, Denim and Prints
Ladies Movie Star
SLIPS
— Full and Half-Sizes
— Regular and Petite
Sizes 4 to 12
Children's Nylon Shells ___ $1.00
Sizes 7 to 14
Children's Short Sets  $2.00
Large Selections!
Ladies
Handbags
— White and Colors
- Patent and Leather
$2. to $5.
50 - Pc. SET
Silver Sheen
Stainless
Tableware
$12.00
815 BROADWAY, SOUTH FULTON
Hours: M.o. v. 8:31 - •• F - - ::30-
RIME MAYNARD
school Juniors.
Miss Maynard, who will be
sponsored individually by the
Fulton Business and Proles-
sional Women's Club, is an
honor student and a member
of the Devilette basketball
team. A class officer for three
years, she this year Is serving
as secretary of the junior class.
The delegate is a member of
the Pep and Beta clubs and of
Theta Sigma Epsilon. She is
president of her Future Home-
makers of America chapter,
subregional FHA secretary and
has earned her Junior, Chapter
and State FHA degrees.
Miss Maynard was first run-
ner-up In the 1969 Miss South
Fulton pageant and a candidate
for football queen last year.
She is a member of the Smith
Street Church of Christ and
secretary of the church's high
school class.
Miss Coleman, who enjoys
reading and swimming, also is
an honor student, a member
of the Beta and Pep clubs and
of Theta Sigma Epsilon. She
was a semifinalist in the Miss
South Fulton beauty revue, has
been named assistant editor
of the 1971 yearbook and was
the South Fulton winner of the
()Won County Farm Bureau essay
contest, finishing third in the
county.
The alternate delegate was a
member of the basketball team
`ter freshman and sophomore
PRECIOUS
FURS
Ask about our inexpensive
BOX STORAGE PLAN
for your woolens
g -Paoteeleas
t.-.)LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS. INC.
218 E. State Line Pho. 472-1700
a6Z(MVAMMVAZO
DENISE COLEMAN
NANCY BAGWELL
years and is a member of the
First Methodist Church.
Miss Bagwell was the 1969-
70 basketball queen, second
maid to the queen as a sopho-
more and first maid to the
football queen as a freshman.
She has been a member of the
basketball team for three years
and Is an honor student.
She is a member of the Pep,
Letter and Beta clubs and of
Theta Sigma EpslIonand serves
as secretary of the pep Club.
A class officer for threeyears,
she is this year's reporter for
the junior class. She has been
named a typist for the 1971 an-
nual and this year received
the "110 Per Cent Award"
Summer's heat, moths, dust
can rob your valuable furs of beau-
ty and luster. Give them the pro-
tection they deserve, with our in-
sured cold vault storage.
BERT T. COMBS
Of interest to Homemakers
JULIAN CARROLL
Jim McDaniels Named
As Helms All-American
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.—
Western Kentucky's 7-foot pivot-
man, junior Jim McDaniels, has
been named to the Helms Ath-
letic Foundation All-America
team for the second year in a
row.
The honor caps a stellar year
for th4harpshooting native of
Scottsville, Ky. He captained
Western's 1969-70 team which
ran up a 22-3 record and cap-
tured the Ohio Valley Confer-
ence title with a perfect 14-0
mark.
He was named to the All-OVC
The Grass Is Growing
Come Look Over Our
POWER MOWERS
3 - Horse 20" Cut
31 2 - Horse 22" Cut
Briggs-Stratton
Motors — As Low As
(In The Carton)
OUTSIDE LATEX
HOUSE PAINT
$2.99 Gal.
White - Gray
We Make Keys —
tern and was voted the league's
"Player of the Year" by the
OVC's head coaches.
The Helms Foundation used its
distinctive format for an All-
American team again this sea-
son, naming 12 forwards, 12 cen-
ters, and 12 guards to the team,
stating, "It is believed that with-
in the U.S.A., with hundreds of
collegiate institutions compet-
ing, there are not five, ten or
fifteen players who only merit
All-America honors. Further-
more, the Foundation contends
that All-America learns should
not be chosen until the complete
season has been concluded, in-
chiding the post-season tourna-
ments "
mcDaniets led the OVC in
scoring this season with a school
record 28.6 average. He also led
the league in field goal percent-
age, .570: and rebound average,
13.6.
Hanson " The quickest ay to
become an expert in a field
1, to ins ent the field.-
Need • • .
Quality
PAINTS?
Experienced
PAINTERS?
F-r-e-e
ESTIMATES?
— Then Contact —
§RAYMOND ADAM
k manager of the
SHERWIN k
WILLIAMS CO. 111
14 114 Lake St. Fulton 3
i. Phone 472-2864
SPECIAL ANTIQUE SALE
SATURDAY, MAY 9
10:30 a. m. to 10:30 p.m.
(LUNCH ON THE GROUNDS)
A truck-load of antiques is arriving from the
North! Shipment includes round oak tables,
hall trees, antique bedroom suites, antique
tables, dining room suites, glassware, knick-
knacks, marble tops, antique baby bed, jugs,
crocks, etc. Many others too numerous to men-
tion.
(Also Other Modern Furniture)
Broadway Auction Theatre
201 - 203 S. Broadway, South Fulton
(Bring this ad and be eligible for special
and valuable door prizes!)
favorite sport
Softly constructed, hefty heel and squared toe for '70 I
A. Brassy hardware, high-stacked heel and soft leather
uppers in Gold Smooth/Honey Blonde.
B. Leather-on-leather for a great upfront look I Tall
on a stacked heel. Barbizon Blue or Burnt Beech
Smooth Antiqued leather uppers.
• gam ..116A0F4101ilil •
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Newsman's Wife
Dies At 70
Mrs. Eva Graves, wife of Ralph
W. Graves, former publisher of
the Carlisle County News at
Bardwell, Ky., and mother of
First District State Rep. Ralph
E. Graves, present publisher of
the weekly newspaper, died at
her borne about 5 p.m. Wednes-
day, following a heart attack. She
was 70.
Mrs. Graves, a native of Lafay-
ette, In Christian County, Ky.,
was active in the publication
of the 13ardwejLeewspaper with
her husband711 the late 1940e
and early 1950s. She was a Meth-
odist and had been a member
of the Order of Eastern Star,
Bardwell Mothers Club, Bard-
well Woman's Club, Sunshine
Homemakers Club and the Wom-
en's Society of Christian Serv-
ice.
Besides her husband and son,
she leaves another son, Joe
Thomas Graves of Jackson,
Miss.; four daughters, Mrs.
James D. Mason of Harvey,
Mrs. Cecil Page a Jackson,
Tenn., Mrs. Buddy Valentine of
Murray, Ky., and Mrs. Bob Petrie
of Cunningham, Ky.; four sisters,
Mrs. H. Wallace Tanner Sr. of
Route 2, Paducah, Ky., Mrs.
Bert Carroll of Route 5, Paducah,
Mrs. J. P. Quarrels of Heath,
Ky., and Mrs. Curtis King of
Grand Rivers, Ky.; one brother,
E. J. Roper Jr. of Paducah; 10
grangchIldren, two stepgrand-
children
Evaporated Milk Rises
WASHINGTON— U.S. produc-
tion of evaporated whole milk
last year was about 1.4 billion
pounds, up 3 per cent from 1968
but 6 per cent under 1967.
iCs.i.owcsonsb.w0m0, 
MOTHER'S DAY IS SUNDAY, MAY 10th
Road Work
Is Outlined
FRANKFORT, Ky.,
— Highway Commissioner
Eugene Goss announced that a
resurfacing project for Livings-
ton County and a rural secon-
dary road program for Hickman
County have been approved.
The Hickman County project
will be apportioned over $219,-
800 for the 1970-71 fiscal year
Goss stated. The funds for the
Hickman County project will go
for the maintenance of the
county's 65.3 miles of rural, give
a bituminous surface to seven
of the county's rural roads, and
be used to grade, drain, and sur-
face four other roads GOSS add-
ed. Funds for the program come
from two cents of the seven-
cents-per-gallon motor fuel tax.
The Livingston County project
involves the resurfacing of parts
of two county roads, Goss said.
He added that total cost of the
Livingston County project Is
estimated at $11,300.
7 Billion Coins Minted
WASHINGTON—Last year the
U.S. mints produced 7,136,668-
370 domestic coins. That was a
little more than 600 million
pieces above the 1968 output.
Chicken By The Ton
BONN—West Germans ate a
record 266,000 tons of chicken
last year, an increase of 21 tons
over 1968. Per capita, Germans
ate 4.5 chickens last year.
Remember JV1other
with the
finest
CANDIES
Especially for You Assortment
chocolates and butter bons
21/4 lb. bet $4.25
Mother's Day Gift
Packed with
finest Chocolates
V2 lb. box $1.20
Other favorite ways of
Remembering MOTHER:
Shalimar Revlon
Revlon Moon Drops
Chanel Hallmark
Mother's Day Cards
Broadway Street South Fulton
(Next to Liberty Market)
Free Parking Drive-in Window
Sunday Closing Law Upheld
Once Agoin By High Court
FRttNKFORT, Ky
Kentucky's ughest court, re
versing Jefferson Circuit Court,
upheld du* constitutionality Fri-
day ot a 1968 law requiring nio-
torcyclists to wear helmets..
The court also upheld —once
again — in a cursory, 10-line
opinion — the stater. 169-year-
old Sunday closing law. It re-
versed a decision by Campbell
Circuit Judge Frederick M.
Warren, who had dismissed a
number of indictments against
Rink's Department cti,res Inc.
and Ontario Stores of Cincinnati
Inc. for operating on S.in&v.
The court noted the current
case was identical to one in
which it ruieci against Rink's in
1969.
And in a rare reversal of an
earlier ruling by it, the Court
of Appeals held that parimutuel
employes of a race track could
draw unemployment benefits
after a race meeting.
On Inc motorcycle law, th:
high court rejected the conten-
tion that it singled out one class
of individuals without having a
substantial relation to the public
health, safety and general wel-
fare.
Those were among reasons
Circuit .ludge Herman G fortis
Newspaper Published
By And For Indians
BROWNING, MonL
Boasting nationwide circulation
and featuring a column entitled
"Buffalo Chips," a four-page
photo offset newspaper called
the Browning Sentinal has
emerged from the pens of a
small band of Blackfeet Indians
here.
The Sentinel, which does not
yet have any editors, is pub-
lished by members of the Na-
tional Association of Blackfeet
Indians (NABI), and was pro-
duced to "give members of the
tribe the true picture of what's
happening."
Lincoln Billedeaux, one of the
organizers, says that the Brown-
ing area needed more news or-
iented toward the Blackfeet and
their dealings with the tribal
council.
"You might say we're a burr
under the saddle of the tribal
council," Billedeaux explained.
The paper, he said, is put to-
gether by nonprofessionals—
"Just regular Indians who are
storekeepers and so forth." The
column, "Buffalo Chips," Is
written by Chip Wisent, a pseu.
donym.
On the front page Thomas Jef-
ferson is quoted:
"It may be regarded as cer-
tain that not a foot of land will
ever be taken from the Indians
without their consent. The sa-
credness of their rights is felt
by all thinking persons in Amer-
ica ..."
Volume 1, No. I, consisted of
2,000 copies, half of which were
sent to Indian reservations
across the country, and half
were distributed to people in the
Browning area. The paper ad-
vertises that paid up members
of NABI can receive a year's
subscription for "one buck.".
Billedeaux said plans call for
bimonthly issues when costs go
down and subscriptions go up.
The newspaper, Billedeaux
maintained, is going to "advo-
cate a more business-like man-
agement of Indian government
—a business manager type of
government.
Speaking of the tribal council
Billedeaux said that "there's a
lot of dissatisfaction with the
waste of money,
•
GLENDA KAYE PARNELL
Glenda Parnell
Betrothed To
Rev. Whetstone
WATER VALLEY, Ky.
The Rev. and Mrs. D. L.
Parnell of Water Valley an-
nounce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their
daughter, Glenda Kaye, to the
Rev. Roger B. Whetstone, son
of the Rev. and Mrs. John Whet-
stone of 1915 Jackson St., Pa-
ducah.
The couple has chosen Oct. 9
for their wedding date.
Only out-of-town invitations
will be sent but all friends and
relatives are invited to attend.
FOR EVERY MOTHER
FeskIon incitement I, happy combinations
of enchanting color and lattice lace
... superbly tailored in Nylon Tricot.You'll thrill to the many designs nowfeatured in America's finest line ofdrearnwear. Pink ic•, sun yellow.ice blue and fender green.
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Fulton, Kentucky
Stop in and
select
your favorite
color
had ruled the law unconstitu-
tional, saytog it was an unrea-
sonable exercise of the state's
police power.
Writing for the high court,
Chief Justice Edward P. Hill Jr.
quoted a 1968 Rhode Island cOtiii-
Jecision which Said: "We are
not persuaded that the legisla-
ture is powerless to prohibit in-
dividuals from pursuing a course
of conduct which could conceiv-
ably result in their becoming
public charges."
A Vermont court decision was
quoted as saying motorcycle op-
erators, when considered as a
class, "represent a fair segment
of the public" and the law was
designed to protect all, not one.
That same decision also said
that "self-injury may be of such
a nature also to invoke a gener-
al public concern."
The Kentucky court observed
it had "no hesitancy" in holding
the law "has a real and sub-
stantial relation to the public
welfare and is therefore consti-
tutional."
The court's deciSion giving
parimutuel employes unemploy-
ment benefits overrode a ruling
to the contrary which it handed
down March 14, 1969. The ear-
lier opinion reversed Jefferson
Circuit Court and the new one,
issued after sustaining a peti-
tion for a rehearing, affirmed
the lower court's decision.
The new decision said pari-
mutuel employes do not quit
working voluntarily, which is
the criterion for qualifying for
unemployment benefits. Rather,
the 'court said, the jobs left the
employes when the track ceased
furnishing work to be done.
But Judge Samuel Steinfeld,
in a dissent concurred in by
Judge Homer Neikirk. maintain-
ed the employes do leave work
voluntarily by taking jobs they--
knew would end on a certain
date.
In March, 1969, the court had
held that parimutuel employes
at Churchill Downs should not
receive unemployment benefits
because the track "was power-
less to furnish more stable em-
ployment." State law required
race meetings to run only for
specific dates, it noted.
But in its new opinion, the
court said the employer's voli-
tion is irrelevant and that Ken-
tucky law rests the entitlement
to such payments only upon the
issue of whether the worker left
the job voluntarily.
PURELY PERSONAL: It's
about time for Senator Warren
Magnuson or someone of
his caliber to crack down again
on the National College Ath-
letic Assn. and the American
Athletic Union to resolve the
stupid argument the NCAA and
AAU have about eligibility of
certain athletes The petty
bickering of these two groups
disgusts sports writers and others
close to the collegiate athletic
scene.
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k moan etesi
• Esti. is a•PIV • Ones fatter
I • a•ev•ltel Rai 5•101 • Washes •smly
PITTSBURGH' PAINTS
— One Size Fits All!
Ladies- Shirt Waist
Dresses
— Perms - Press
 Ladies "Shadow - Proof"
SLIPS
—Regular
Length! 2 29
.
atc ed S eels 
 $4.49
and Pillow Cases 
 $2.49
olyester Double - Knit
Reg. $4.98 
 $2.99
Ladies Patent - Leather Shoes
1/2 Price! Reg. $4.99 
 $2.50
Potted Blooming Plants
ALL PRICES!
Bedding Plants
8 In A Box Per Box 6k
for Big Family Washing, Fast, Gentle
Drying, Perma-Press Perfection...
All with Maytag Dependability 
 
MODELS IN COLOR ARE
SAME PRICE AS WHITE
F-R-E-E Delivery
CONVENIENT Terms
ALL 1970 MODELS
MAYTAG Cushion ilaisalltienT:As=., 
Dryent ii AarfantaGetiosiors  
WASHER: Two woad, three water levels,
xerma-press cycle, lint filter, cold water
wash. DRYER: Perma-press cycle, air-
fluff cycle, gentle drying action, porcelain
drum.
The New and Mot'ern
NII ERA1J K L.1 NI
MPOITAG Palma ElacItranis Cgsifre
Drrit's 6 Matching Automatics !
WASHER: Two-speed, 4 water levels, soak
cycle, fabric sofIner dispenser. DRYER:
Electric control drying shuts off automati-
cally when clothes are dry, 4 selections.
110CYTAG amp" Didinta Elactromic
Cuedred torrnrilieldsing hibememlies!
WASHER: two-speed, bleach dispenser,
pre-wash cycle, soak cycle, 4 wailer
levels. DRYER: Electronic control drying,
air fluff, regular damp dry, perma-preee
cyclips.
Buy Mom A Maytag
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
Fulton, Ky.
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Several weeks ago In this
column, t stated that I did not
believe we would have a major
recession this year, even
,though many indicators were
pointing In that direction. I
said that since this was an
election year, I doubted that
the country would pursue rec-
essionary policies. Our belt
tightening usually occurs in
those years when the voters,
are not called upon to visit
the polls.
Although the people in
some industries have been
feeling the squeeze, 1 feelthat
WM be relaxed
Vrie• Mivie and tbe beginningyitir. There are sev-
eral reasons I feel this way.
There has already been a
modest decrease in the prime
Interest rates charged by ma-
jor banks. This reduction
could help relieve the pres-
sure on the homebuilding in-
dustry and put some workers
back on the job.
The tax situation will also
put moremoney into circul-
ation. First, the income tax
surcharge of five per cent Is
scheduled to expire on June 30,
and there Is little likelihood
that there will be a major
effort to extend it beyond that
point. Secondly, the increse
In, the persobil exemption
from $800 to $650 per person
will also take effect on June
90. Thirdly, the Internal Rev-
enue Service is over-
withholding on our personal
income tax for the first half
of this year and will under-
withold for the second half of
the year. These three factors
will put more money into all
our pockets come July, and
ccasequently more money will
go into circulation.
Additional factors are also
putting money into the eco-
nomy. Social Security bene-
fits have been increased. Fed-
eral employees are being paid
more; private industry is
raising wages and salaries;
ouir military personnel have
been given pay raises, andve-
terans' benefits are in-
creasing In some areas. Also
some of the cutbacks in fed-
eral construction have been
rescinded.
btmi put
AU of thetelearcetrors
e work to 
more money ana dredibt-Moi
and the refult of this will be
to counteract the recessionary
trend which we have been ex-
periencing. However, we must
pay a price for heading off
a recession, and that price
comes in the shape of even
more inflation.
Nationally, personal in-
come is expected to rise by
agieiroxisnately seven ands half
Percent during this year ,while
consumer prices are expected
to increase at a level of ap-
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III Doctor
in the Kitchen'
by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Deily Council
WHAT ARE VITAMINS, REALLY?
Are vitamins nourishing?
That's a tricky question. Strict-
ly speaking, vitamins are not
nourishing in the sense that you
could live on them alone. It is
important for people to remem-
ber this, especially those who are
inclined to buy bottles of vitamin
pills and think they are going to
be just dandy with them.
For vitamins are nutrients
without calories. They furnish
no energy. Nor do they supply
any building material for the
body, as do carbohydrates and
protein. Still, the body requires
vitamins because they are regu-
lators of body processes. Perhaps
one should consider vitamins as
part of the "management team"
of the body.
Vitamins, then, are necessary
for the vitality of all body tis-
sues.
Discovery Of Vitamins
Vitamins have always been in
our foods, long before they were
recognized as such. The discov-
ery of vitamin A in 1913 by Dr.
E. V. McCollum is considered the
beginning of modern nutrition
science. Dr. McCollum made his
discovery while studying the
effects of milk in the diets of
white rats. Dr. McCollum also
discovered vitamin D and was
instrumental in helping the
dairy industry set up National
Dairy Council'as a public service.
nutrition research and education
organization. He wanted the
dairy industry, whose products
are so rich in nutrients including
vitamins, to help create public
understanding of good nutrition
and the kinds and combinations
of foods that constitute a good
diet.
The Norsemen who ate the
livers of the cod and other fish
—the sailors who recovered from
scurvy when they reached shore
and could obtain fresh fruits and
vegetables — these men never
heard of vitamins. They knew
from results what they needed.
They simply didn't know why.
A Balanced Diet
Today, we hear almost too
much about vitamins — particu-
larly the approach of prescribing
for your own needs. My advice
is that a balanced diet from a
wide variety of foods, Mich as
the four food groups (the meat
and milk products groups, fruits
and vegetable, breads and cer-
eals), will furnish all the vita-
mins you need. And you'll get
them in these foods in company
with the other nutrients you
must have.
Remember vitamins themselves
furnish no energy, nor building
material for the body. Perhaps
that's why nature put them In
foods, so you'd be sure to get
them together with the nutrients
they were meant to regulate.
ED JONES
8th DISTRICT of TENNESSEE
REPORTS FROM WASHINGTON
IlTneirnetley five fierceht
during the so me period. Thus,
we can expect the perennial
wage-price spiral to continue
upward at lease for the rest
of this year.
The economic riddle for
modern America is how to stop
inflation without bringing on a
recession. When we solve this
riddle, perhaps we all tan
learn how to eat our cake and
have it too.
Miss Rutklle
Valetlictori,an
At Fulton High
FULTON, Ky—In one of the
closest scholastic races In many
years,Faye Ruddle was named
valedictorian of the 1870 Fulton
City High School graduating
class, and Karen Rice, saluta-
torian.
There were only .004 points
between the standings of the
top-ranking seniors.
Miss Ruddle, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Newton Rtuldle, com-
pleted her four years with a
;standing of 2.848 and Miss Rice's
standing was 2.80. The salute-
--torten h"-ft-daughter of Mrs.
Barbara Rice, Fulton city clerk
Third honors went to Miss
Sheila Barron, daughter of Mr
and Mrs, Philip Barron, and
she will be the Honors Day
speaker on the last day of school
June 3. Her standing was 2.738
Honor graduates include 14
members of the class of 48.
Besides the valedictorian,
salutatorian and Honors Day
speaker, honer graduates are
James Pawlukiewicz, Mariana
Weeks, Cathy McAlister, Karen
Trees, David Moss, Pat Wolff,
Kim Homra, Don Hicks, Doris
Bolin, Vickie Yoe/ell, and Pam
Grooms.
Head Start Grant
Okayed For Area
The U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare has ap-
proved a Head Start grant of
9113,496 to the Northwest Ten-
nessee Economic Development
Council, according to U.S. Sena-
tor Howard H. Baker.
The funds will be used to
provide 455 pre-school children
frown low-income families with
medical, dental and social serv-
ices during a tyro-month period
this summer In the counties of
Dyer, Henry, Lake, °Mon and
Weeldey.
Robert Brandon is eouneti di-
Teener.
H. I. S. SPORTSWEAR
has job opportunities for sewing machine
operators. H. I. S. offers paid vacation, paid
holidays, free insurance and good working con-
ditions. H. I. S. now has a training center, no
experience required. For information and ap-
pointment call —
H. I. S., South Fulton, 901-479-1431, or 
the
State Employment Office In Mayfield, 602-
247-3857.
TRY A&P's LOW LOW PRICES
NO LIMIT
NO PURCHAS
FRYERS
LB. 29
3 Lb. Pkg. Or More
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED
FRESH WHOLE
Fryers
LIMIT 4 WITH S5 00 OR
MORE ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE
7- Rib Portion Pork Roast •
Fresh Chicken Parts
Whole Breast Or Legs
Chunk Bologna Or
Braunschweiger
U.S.D.A. Grade A.
Turkey Breast w/Rib 
Store Sliced
Breakfast Bacon
Hamburger "All Beef- Lb 590
3 Lb. Pkg. Or More
Ground Beef Lb 690
Sliced
Beef Liver Lb  590
SWEET YELLOW y",,
C
Cucumbers 11"/"4 et- Ea  19
Radishes, bulk . . Lb. 19c
Oranges 10 For 69California 88e
Lemons  jui" 235s  12 For 590
Vine Rip*
Tomatoes KY'Sthres°n1Y  5 For 49
SCOTT
FAMILY NAPKINS
3 1,6o,c: si oo
FAMILY SCOTT
Bathroom Tissue
AP e i 'AP
KEN-L RATION AM9
DOG FOOD El
14-02. CANS
With This Coupon
Good Only Al A&P Food Stores
Regular Price Without Coupon
CoupOn F.xplreg Sat., Ms), 9
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer
C-009-REVISION
SUPER-RIGHT
Beef Rib Roast
. . Lb. 59c
Lb 680
Lb 690
Lb  790
Lb  750
PRICES GOOD THRU SAT , MAY 9, 1970
4TH &
5TH RIB
Lb.
lona
1S13 RIBS LB 95(
SUPER RIGHT
BEEF
RIB STEAK
LI.
A&P
Pork 'n Beans Can 
noz
Instant 
Coffee10,si ne Jar  I.LJ0 
flhi.(.005
wiAr1i. 46-
ALLGOOD
Sliced Bacon
2 LB PKG
$1.57
ahoy Liquid
Pink
Detergent 
StOkelY
VAN CAMPS
,Wnede
toiBiii`CORI4
Ched-O-Bit
3 32 Oz 1" ChBtls.
GOLDEN
RISE
BISCUITS64 OZ.
CANS
9c
Jane Parker
Sandwich Bread .4
Jane Parker
Cherry Pie
eese Slices 
160z. 69cpkg.
(Save 104
PRISTEEN 2502119
"FEMININE
HYGIENE
SPRAY"
A&P Frozen
Corn On Cob 4 Ears 490
A&P 100% Corn Oil 0 1-Lb. 40 0
 
Ctns.Margarine
A&P
Month Wash
7-0Z. BOTTLE
LISTERINE
MOUTHWASH
14 Or Bottle
Tc OFF
LIQUID
PRELL
Shampoo
79t
7 OZ, BOTTLE
REG. OR MINT
CREST
TOOTHPASTE
444-0Z. TUBE
":iv 990
Ea. 490
(619QQCMCLIQS
AUNT JEMIMA
CORN MEAL MIX
,ot
2 1.11. liAG
With -This Coupon
Gooil Only At A&P Food Stores
Regular Price Without Coupon
Coupon Expires Sat May 9
Limit 1 couoon Per Customs,
tt ttait
t •
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CLASSIFIED ADS
So MUCH. . .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Only 5C per word
to reach
6,500 Homes
WANT to clean yards and
mow grass. Call 422-3585.
MAN OR WOMAN to supply
consumers with Rawleigh Pro-
ducts. Earn $60 weekly part-
time, $1000 and up fill time. No
WE BUY used furnittre andinvestment. Contact
antiques. Broadway AuctionMilton Babcock
Theater, South Fulton, .TehtL223 Dag Main
Freeport, Ill. 61032
Phone 615-232-4161
NOTICE: turn your unwant-
ed items into casts. Contact
Broadway Auction Theater,
Broadway Street, South Fulton.
RENT Wheelchairs, crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 406 Lake
St. Fulton, Ky.
FOR SALE: Driveway gravel,
dirt; 472 2316.
SCATES
TIRE SERVICE,Inc.
COMPLETE TIRE SERVICE
Farm Tire Service on the Spot
HERCULES
RAY-BELT, FIBERGLASS-BELT,
RAYON NYLON
MICHELIN X
HERCULES
TIRES
FARM TIR '
PASS. TIRES
TRUCK TIRE '
RADIAL PASSENGER TIRES
40,000 MI. WRITTEN GUARANTEE
1 PLY -ALL STEEL RADIAL
TRUCK TIRE
Patented cold process retreading
Lowest Cost Per Mile
'ETREADING-REPAIRING-VULCANIZING
ALL SIZES PASSENGER-TRUCK-GRADER
We are as close as your telephone
FULTON, KY. 472-3531 MARTIN, TENN. 587-3866
FM SALE: Beautiftd spacious
colonial borne at 408 Eddings
Mreet, Irtaton. Kentucky. 'Ex-
cellent condition. Unlimited
possibilities as a home and
apartments' or business. First
floor, new carpets, and drapes.
Air conditioned. Central heat.
Let WO' by 200'. Unbelievable
bargain - less than 1/4 con-
struction coist. Necessary to see
it to believe. Owner will it-
nance. Call C. W. Whitnel, 500.
470.3548.
SPINET PIANO BARGAIN.
Wanted, responsible party lat
Atte over low monthy pay.
isents on a spinet piano. Can
be seen locally. Write Credit
Manager, P. 0. Box 226, Shel-
byville, Indiana 46176.
POTTERY
Bird baths, fountains, win-
dow boxes, flower pots of all
sizes and shapes. Lawn and
garden ornaments, hand-made
glass. Largest stock of con-
crete and clay) pottery in this
area.
ALLEN'S POTTERY
Martin Highway
South Futton, Tenn.
HOW design sends repair bill
up: Paul E. Edwards, chairman
of the National Association of
independent Insurers, owns a
We model car that has a small
rectangular plastic taillight that
costs perhaps 1St to manufac-
ture. Discussing it, Edwards told
the NAll's annual meeting:
"An easy, slow-moving park-
ing lot accident can break this
plastic. It cannot be replaced
without removing the rear
bumper and involves a labor
'charge in excess of 516. No
one can convince me that a car
can't be designed without all of
this labor being necessary
WANTED!
Cars With Square Tires
‘V)
41
fTIRES TRUED
Wheel's Balanced
WHEELS ALIGNED/
City Tire Co.
101 W. State Line
S. Fulton - Ph. 479-2141
PCP 44444 IM1/4414,111111PRII AAAAA
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FE/4ALE
EMPLOYMENT
APPLICATIONS
MALE
Our Company is the 2nd largest commercial printing firm in the nation.
Our main factories are located in Chicago, but we must now build a new ex-
pansion factory, and do it soon. Where the new factory will be located depends up-
on how many and what kind of people are interested in steady, year around em-
ployment. For the past several months we have studied the potential of Dresden
and the satellite communities which are 25 miles or less distant. We believe that
the area deserves a still closer look on our part. For this reason, and so we can
meet and begin to know you, members of our Personnel Staff, assisted by the
Weakley County Chamber of Commerce, cordially invite you to examine a Prelim-
inary Application For Employment on May 14, 15 and 16 between the hours of
10:00 A. M. and 9:00 P. M. on Thursday and Friday, and between 10:00 A. M. and
5:00 P. M. on Saturday at the location shown below. After you have looked at the
questions on the Application, do not feel obligated to answer them unless you are
sincerely_ interested — and we hope that you will be! That's why we are here.
CITY HALL DRESDEN, TENNESSEE
W. F. HALL PRINTING COMPANY
1
3
3
3
a
aa
aaa
Fulton County's 'Big Tree' Entry
The Division of Forestry has a big trim contest going and
the Division will give a certificate to the person reporting the
largest tree of each species.
The above picture was taken in New Madrid Bend. Standing
left to right is Jimmy Funk Service Forester, Division of For-
estry, Mayfield, Kentucky, and George Harrington, County
Ranger for Fulton 8, Hickman Counties.
The tree is a Cottonwood measuring 27,2" in Circumference,
127' in Height, and 75' Crown Spread. The Cottonwood tree be-
longs to the Carrigan Heirs, William Perry, Manager, Mem-
phis, Tennessee.
If anyone owns a large tree of any species, measure the
Circumference, Height and Crown Spread of the tree and report
this information to your County Ranger or call the Division of
Forestry's District Office in M•yfield at 247-3913 or 247-3941.
Murray Coed
Loses In Court
PADUCAH, Ky, ..) — A
Pregnant, unwed coed at Mut,
ray State University has been
denied a request for a tempor-
ary injunction against the school
to halt her suspension.
However, U.S. District Judge
James Gordon promised the
ousted girl, Miss Susan E. Say-
ers, 18, a quick hearing on her
constitutional rights in the mat-
ter.
Gordon said Miss Sayers, es-
Pecially because she was a part-
time student with a poor scho-
lastic record, had failed toprove
that irreparable harm would be
done if she were not immediate-
ly returned to classes,
Miss Sayers, according to the
school, carried 14 credit hours
her first semester and failed
two classes. She ended the se-
mester with a 1.9 grade point
average on a 4-point system.
She was carrying seven credit
hours when suspended from
classes.
He also noted that recent fed-
eral court decisions have held
that the regular routine of
school administration is a state
matter that should not involve
federal courts except in consti-
tutional questions.
The girl, a freshman from
Louisville, had listed in her suit
an alleged denial of due
school to grant her an adm41:1-------13N-24-14CINTH CERTIFICATE-Or DEPOSIIistrative review of Charges and
the infliction of cruel and un-
usual punishment.
She also contended that a tint.
versity policy against the pres-
ence of unwed mothers was not
Publicized.
However, in testimony Tues-
day Dr. Harry Sparks, Murray
State's president, said a hand-
book issued to all students when
they register notifies them that
violation of law will be grounds
for disciplinary action.
According to testimony, a let-
ter from school officials March
24 notified Miss Savers that her
dismissal was based on viola-
tion of a state law against
"fornication."
Dr. Sparks maintained that
her readmission at this time
would "damage the good name
of the university" and would not
be in the best interests of the
school.
Several faculty members at
the school and fellow students
testified in behalf of Miss Say.
era
IL
Pierce-Harris Club Names
Mrs. Roberts As President
New officers for the Pierce.
Harris Community Club were
named at the meeting Wednesday
in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny McConnell of South Ful-
ton.
Mrs. J. C. Roberts will serve
as president; Miss Marene Al-
len, vice president; Mrs. Free-
man Harris, secretary-treas-
urer; and Mrs. Charles Hutchin-
Son, reporter.
Miss Allen opened the meeting
by reading the club creed and the
group sang "America." The de-
votional was given by Mrs. Ernest
Jenkins, using scripture from
Matt. '7:13-14.
Members answered roll call
with "a buying practice I would
recommend to others."
Mrs. J. M. Mayberry presided
over a brief business session
when announcement of the
Achievement dinner on May 13
was made. The meeting will be-
gin at 11:15 a.m. and plates will
be $2,50.
Mrs. Bobby McConnell, in giv-
Mg a food demonstration on
salads, discussed green, tossed
and congealed salads and the
various kinds of dressings and
spices for them.
After a delicious dinner, Mrs.
Guy Hanna gave a gardens and
lawns demonstration. She dis-
cussed the Joys of gardening and
said good mental health often can
be found in a garden. She quoted
an old Chinese proverb: "If you
would be happy for a week, take
a wife; if you would be happy for
a month, kill a pig; if you would
be happy for a lifetime, plant a
garden." Mrs. J. C. Roberts
showed the various kinds of vege-
tables that can be grown.
Mrs. James (13arbara)Muilen-
burg was welcomed as a new
member and her children. Brad
and Laura, and Mrs. Raymond
were guests,
Members enjoyed a recreation
peeled conducted by 14 rs. Harris.
The club will meet next lir the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Freeness
Harris in Union City.
THE FUNNY PAPERS
Thirty-eight low-inconw elder-
ly persons completed a course
designed to give them new pur-
pose in life and a broiler view
of the community in which they.,
live. — Laredo (Tex.) Times.
The reply from President
Nixon was "the president is ngt
able to 6sit the University of
Missouri .. . He sendshistanks
and gind regards." —St. Louis
Globe Democrat.
• • •
The excited man ran into the
police station shouting, ."I need
help! A man just stole my car!"
"Did you see him?", asked
the desk officer.
"No, but I got the license
number as he pulled away,"
• • •
"Is my dress too short?"
"It's either too short or you're
in it too far."
DINE and DANCE
In our LOUNGE
Candlelight Dining
Pizza—Chicken—Bar-B-0
Live Entertainment
At 9 P. M.
NO COVER CHARGE
RAY'S South Fulton,
" Tennessee
Where Friends Meet it Dine
CITY NATIONAL NOW OFFERING
AUTOMATICALLY RENEW ABLE
Certificates Of Deposit At The
MAXIMUM RATES Allowable For Banks 
INTEREST PAID QUARTERLY
ON ALL SAVINGS CERTIFICATES
WANTED
Swarms of honey bees.
March 28 to June is the
swarming season, weather
permitting. I will pay a
small fee for them. Call
479-1733, South Fulton. Peo-
ple living within 20 miles of
Fulton may call collect.
Anyone I promised honey
for swarms of bees last
year, come by July 1st and
pick it up.
The U. S. Department of
Agriculture is the authority
for the statement that at
least fifty of our planted
crops are dependent largely
or in part on the honey bee
for proper fertilization.
Anyone wanting bees for
pollination of alfalfa, the
clovers, vetch, etc., may
contact
Allen's Apiary
311 Holmes Street
South Fulton, Tennessee
/A TO
Per Annum
/2 Per Annum
ON 12 MONTH CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
Per Annum
ON
3 OR 6 MONTH CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
MAXIMUM RATES ALSO BEING PAID
on Passbook
0 Savings accounts
(Compounded Seati-Aaanally)
All accounts insured by the FDIC up to $20,000.
1 7.rirCitq
gpj
 NATIONAL BANK
FULTON KENTUCKY WNW
Fulton, Ky
Editors, The
PO BO% 307
Futter', Ky.
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Subscribe to THE FULTON NEWS—.
Get ALL. the News in one carefully-odited,
Well-Printed Weakly Package.
USE THIS HANDY ORDER FORM 
: Editors, The Fulton County News
-PO ftbit 307
kitten, Ky. 42041
Please start a subscription to —
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ADDRESS 
CITY  
STATE ZIP
I Enclose $  For Subscription.
RATES: Fulton, G ,Hickman Counties, Ky. $31
Obion, Weak* Counties, Tenn. $3.00. (Elsewhere in Ky
$4.20; Elsewhere in the US $4.00).
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KINGSTON: Here in the
warm Caribbean sun is an
ancient city more renowned for
its commerce than for tourism.
Jamaica has beautiful beaches,
of course, but the resort area
is across the island, and the
local waterfront is busy with
cargo-handling.
Kingston does offer swimming
if you want to travel a bit
from the city, or if you are
at one of the hotels with a
pool, such as the Hotel Kingston
where I am staying. (I've found
incidentally that the sun so near
the Equator is a strong sun,
indeed. One hour beside the
pool and I was flirting with
sunburn, despite a light tan
from a previous holiday.)
The kind people at Air Can-
ada proved to be unusually well
acquainted with Kingston and
provided me with information
on what to see and do. !checked
it out and pass at along for
the benefit of readers. Two top
attractions are the crafts market,
with an outstanding selection of
straw good s at reasonable prices,
and the Villa Ronal, an estate
a short distance from the city.
A mother and daughter team
have worked for 20 years to
achieve a fantastic home in a
truly remarkable setting. The
..tvlartin's 'our. bel stops at the
RoiLti,- 4at the stay was
tod short for me. Include a
visit on any trip you make to
Kingston.
 On the threatened list
are the alligator (please, never
buy an alligator bag or alligator
shoes!), bald eagle, whooping
crane, Eastern timber wolf and
red wolf, manatee and Eastern
salmon, among others. If vigor-
ous conservation efforts aren't
supported, all will go the way
of the carrier pigeon, the great
auk, heath hen, Badlands big-
horn sheep and the plains wolf.
• • *
" FAGER BEAVER: One way
to make a mountain out of a
molehill is to add your own
little bit of dirt . . . An optimist
is one who figures when his
shoes wear out he'll be back
on his feet. — Wilfred Beaver.
• • •
ENDANGERED SPECIES:
Eighty-nine forms of American
fish and wildlife arc in danger
of extinction, due to overkill,
poaching, andsmila
PRICES GOOD FOR
SEVEN BIG DAYS
This ad starts May 6
and runs through May 12.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES
SUGAR
GODCHAUX
95 lb. Bag 29WITH COUPON10 LB.BAG
MAR IN HI-WAY SOUTH FULTON
SE RT Y
90FRYERS
South Fulton
Tennesse
Country Skillet
Whole lb.
Pi ice not cood after
Sat. ma) 9th.
C
PEACHES OSAGE 4 2NO122
CANS
BACON mIsssit,ICBED ..Ty 79c
BISCUITSBRAND3c8a-nosz.ALL ROAST
U.S. CHOICE
CHUCK
FIRST CUT
LB. 490
DRINKSALL 2REG.SOFT 6 BottleCartons
FreshHAmBuGER 
G3roibusn.dor 
more59
THE FUNNY PAPERS
In country after country, we
find a direct and unvarying cor-
relation between the standard of
loving and the amount of gar-
bage available. — Long Island
Press.
It's nothing special. Just sonic
meatballs, egg rolls, cold cano-
pies . . and some chicken
wings. — Miami News.
• • •
IRISH SODA BREAD
DUBLIN: Irish stew, and
corned beef and cabbage are
well known Irish dishes, but
the most popular food among
visitors to Ireland, according
to Irish International Airlines,
is the traditional Irish soda
bread. Here's how to prepare
it at home:
4 cups whole wheat flour
2 cups white flour
I cup buttermilk, sour milk, or
fresh milk; if the last, 1 teasp.
cream of tartar is added to
dry ingredients
• 1 tsp, bicarbonate of soda
I tsp. salt
Mix all the dry ingredients
together and make a well in
the center. Add enough milk
to make a thick dough. Stir
with a wooden spoon; the pour-
ing should be done in large
quantities, not spoonful by
spoonful. The mixture should be
slack but not wet and the mixing
done lightly and quickly. Add
a little more milk if it seems
too stiff. With floured hands
put on a lightly floured board
or table and flatten the dough
into a circle about I-1,•2 in.
thick. Put on a baking sheet,
and make a large cross over
it with a floured knife. Bake in
a moderate to hot oven (375-
400 ) for about 40 minutes.
The bread should not be cut until
it is quite cold and "set". This
takes from 410 6 hours.
DRINKS.3 46-oz $1
FRUIT CANS BACON DIXIE 2 LBS.Pkg.
SEE THESE GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD BUY
MARTIN SIINOLIN
EXTERIOR
ACRYLIC LATEX
FOR WOOD AND MASONRY SURFACES
The best possible protection for the exterior of your home
is just good sense. Martin Senour's Exterior Acrylic Latex
house paint is made to do more than just cover the surface
This blister-resistant and fade-resistant finish lasts longer
than conventional paints. It may be applied faster and
easier. Dries fast, too. Paint even in damp weather. Avail-
able in the whitest of whites and a wide collection of colors.
Exchange Furniture
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— CHICKEN PARTS —
BREAST Lb. 59c
LEGS & THIGHS Lb. 45c
I can ,
til 
BACKS & NECKS
Liver lb. 89c
Fresh
Gizzards lb. 39c
Fresh 
WINGS 11...11:: 1257:6 I Chicken of the Sea
CHUNK Style
iiii 6 1/2 oz.
-am-
MISS LIBERTY
634 ROLLS Brown & ServePkg of12
FRESH
SHOULDERLB 390
HAMS
Southern Belle 594
Tender Smoked
Whole or Shank
Half lb.
-dow- .eam
TURKEYS 
stts 49BUTTER BALL
ARMOUR VIENNA 
SAUSAGE 5-oz 
3890
cans
MISS LIBERTY
BREAD 14 1/2 Oz.LOAF 194
CAMPFIRE SKINLESS
FRANKS Pkg.12 Oz. 49
TOWELS 2 RRoefi..494SCOTT LIPTONTEA 4 Oz.Pkg. 434
REELFOOT SMOKED
PICNICS 6Lbto. 8 LE,19
WALDORF A
TISSUE 4
OLEO 1 EGGS JUICE MILK
"Roll
pkg.454 LSAii1ON TALLCAN 794
GRADE "A" FULLY DRESSED
HENS 5 to 7LBS. LB.
KiA
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SOLIDS LBS. 
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t GmREADD. E 3D0z 
6 o
. $1
Trizs
Frozen 
I EC va arpnoa triaotne d
13-oz.
ORANGE ca 494
THIN SKIN 
cans
TURNER'S
Ice Milk HalfGal. Mks Lb.Box 254 LEMONS 13°z 39
Miracle Whip Salad
Dressing
TRIAL SIZE
GAIN BOX
Qt. 554Jar
104
WAFERS 18—oz 29C itErsHawileBOrxries 594 LARA LYNN VANILLA
golden ripeDETERGENT Gt. 
Cold Power 74c Bananas lb 1 0 °
STOKELY
GATOR AD Etttle394
LIBERTY COUPON
Godchaux
SUGAR 
SUGAR 
With Coupon
purchase.
Vol. After
10th. 99c
5 lb. 29c
and $5.00 addi-
Ma 12 1970
KELLOGG'S CORN
FLAKES pkg.18-oz
LIBERTY COUPON save 11 c
Martha White 18%-os.
CAKE /UR 3 for 89c
Void After May 12, 1970
YELLOW
t113ONS lb
LIBERTY COUPON pave 10c
10 Roll Bathroom
TISSUE 79c
t
iroid After May 12, 1970
1CP
LIBERTY COUPON save 16c
10 lb. Bag — New Red
POTATOES 79c
Void After May 12, 1970
TRAVEL ADVICE: The All- Mrs. Gilbertstate Motor Club urges vaca-
tioners to have reservations in Honored With
advance when 'they travel,. It
costs no more to have confirmed Bridal Party
space available, and it can add
immensely to your pleasure, says FULTON, Ky., -Mrs.
FA Brockman. Michael Gene Gilbert, the for-
mer Linda Sugg, was compli-
mented with a household shower
472-1651
Now thru Saturday
All Ages Admitted!
Walt Disney_
•JLZAS iaA448
4.n -
Sunday thru Tuesday
All Ages Admitted!
Lee Van aeef
dirty,
"ugly"and
downright
mean...
now
watch him
get
violent!
ii General Rdures Presents
VA VAN CLUE
DAY OF ANGLIC
Technicolor` Technlscope
ciety of Christian Service at the
church Friday night at 7:30.
The party was held in the rec-
reation room of the church
which waficorated throughout
with arran ements of spring
flowers—'
Mrs. Gilbert wore a navy
crepe with white accessories
and her corsage was a yellow
cymbidium.
Those attending were: Mrs.
Gilbert, her mother, Mrs. Bob
Sugg, Mrs. Billy Gilbert, moth-
er of the groom, and Mesdames
Frank Gilbert, Jimmy Gilbert,
Glynn Sams, Freddie Roberts,
David Brann, Hillman Collier,
Robert Cherry, Louis Thompson,
Abe Thompson, Jamie Wade,
Danny Underwood, I. F. Xing,
M. R. Jeffress, Glynn Bard, Earl
Lctiaus, William Stevens, How.
ard Milam, W. D. Powers, Har-
old Pewitt, Harvey Pewit', Car-
olyn Thomas, Mary Rose King,
Lola Inman, Eva Caldwell, Miss-
es Ginger Gilbert and Vickie
Bard. THE VILLAGE SINGERS
.. from Western Ky.
Now thru Saturday
ELI WALLACH-
ACE HIGH 
AND
Val*,
A MAMA, WW1
STARTS — SUNDAY
Adult Entortainm•nt
EINNIBIT.
1.04.1411/p,
I tICHARD BENJAMIN
IACK Kt UGIYIN
"The
Penthouse"
THE BLUEGRASS STATE
folksingers at Natural Bridge
Fulton County 4-H I
Rally Plans Told
HICKMAN, Ky.
Plans have been announced for
the Fulton County 4-H Club
Spring Rally which will be held
here July 13.
The rally will run from 10
a.m, to noon at the Hickman
Elementary School.
Contests that 9-H Club mem-
bers will enter are demonstra-
tions, speech and clothing. Mrs.
W. B. Sowell will act as chair-
man for the 4-H demonstration
contests. Mrs. W. G. Adams
and Mrs. Harold McClellan will
have charge of the 4-H clothing
judging.
Mrs. Larry Cardwell will be
chairman of the girls' style re-
view and Mrs. Roy M. Taylor
will have charge of the speech
contest. Tennessee 9-H Club
members and leaders will assist
the committee chairmen in judg-
ing vanaus activitirs.
LITTLE FOLKS
.. absorb the sound
MICHAEL HALL, UK
.. brought lets folk art
FROM THE WEST: The guy
who steals wheat and oats has
ill gotten grains-. . . Movie you
can miss, please. "DeSade ,
ugh ... The guy looking for a
job is not always looking for
work.
— Lester Hill.
MERELY MUSING: A
gossip i one ,who always gives
you the benefit of the dirt ...
A sweater is an excellent in-
vestment for a girl—she gets
out of it what .she puts into
it, and draws considerable in-
terest, too— Al Musser,
11***************************
46Enjoy the Organ Music of
MARTHA LOGAN - *
Each Evening
In The Beautiful
DINING ROOM
&we
At Fulton, Ky
****************************
LOUISE BROCK
. reflects serenity
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Herschel McKinneys
Mark Anniversary
FULTON, Ky., —Mr.
and Mrs. Herschel McKinney
celebrated their sixteenth wed-
ding anniversary on Sunda y,
April 26, with open 'house from
2 to 5 p.m.
Their daughter, Mrs. Joseph,
Balakas presided at the regis-
ter.
The dining table was overlaid
with a crocheted cloth, pink
candles and arrangements of
,ipring flowers.
Punch was served by Lana Jo
Counce and SuSan'Wailett.
at the CELLAR LOUNGE
Open 5: p. m. to Midni7h1 
Maggie Lee & The Percussions
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday nights
The Wanderers
Friday Nights
THE PARK TERRACE in South Fulton
Telephone 901-479-1321
GARY PUCKETT
AND THE
UNION GAP
Wed. May 13 8 p.m.
UTM Fieldhouse, Martin, Tenn.
$3 Advance $4 At door
WADE'S 6-DAY SALEA-THON
12 Cubic Foot
REFRIGERATOR
$179.95
312 Coil Sets $69.95
Orthopedic Sets $99.95
. $299.95
. $329.95
. .  $349.95
Window Installation Free
F-a-E-E- FIVE YEAR SERVICE
ON COMPRESSOR—
Easy Terms - - Free Delivery
Oak Bunk Beds
INCLUDE
— MATTRESS
— GUARD RAIL
— LADDER
$109.95
3- Piece Spanish Living Room $199.95
'Carden
TILLER
$150.00
„
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the Milton shopper
the ken-tenn area's
/7t)
number one shopping guide
Since 1965 More Advertisers Have
Used The Fulton Shopper Each Week
Than Any Other Similar Publication
In The Area
there's a reason
nearly 25,000 persons
read the fulton shop s er
Air
each week
The Shopper is delivered by mail to all
homes in Fulton and Clinton and to all
boxholders on the following routes in
the Fulton trade area:
Fulton routes 1,2,3,4,5
Crutchfield route I
Dukedom routes 1 and 2
Water Valley routes 1 and 2
Martin route 3
Clinton routes 1 and 4
Wingo route 1
You can't get more complete cover-
age than that: it's 100 %.
And you can't get more accurate de-
livery than that: it's put right in the
mailbox.
2 1/2 Size
Can
REACH INTO
THE 703' WITH...
.)/h
i'.
IA. I, *, They'll DO MORE for you' How
—,
:\ .
grand and g orious it is so SAVE the "Maxi-Savings Way"...It's SMART
to be thrifty...for Pennies SAVED are Pennies EARNED and Maxi-
Savings every time you shop ADDS UP IN THE DOLLARS. Consistent
--- , regular shopping at your friendly E. W. JAMES AND SONS SUPER-
Xi", "-. T FE1)8AyTUs 
you DANDY DIVIDENDS. This week, JAMES' MAXI-
CLUDE: 
HEINZ STRAINED
BABY FOOD
MAXI-SAVINGS-PRICE
W J p s MAXI SA11/ GS PRICE
Sweet MilkGAL $1.15
HART'S 303 SIZE
CHERRIES
15 1/2 oz 1
For )
RAFT MAXI •AIINGS PRI I
Velveeta 2 LBS .09
STOKELY'S 20 Oz.
TOMATO CATSUP
For
Plenty Of F-r-e-e Parking
ALLENS 303 SIZE WHOLE
GREEN BEANS
M AM-SAVINGS-PPE
5•15 1/2 oz.S1For
HOME MADE BREAD, SWEET ROLLS.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY ONLY
STOKELY'S BARTLETT
PEARS
MAXI-SAVINGS-PRICE
50
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FEATURES
E. W. JAMES & SONS
SUPERMARKET
OUR BEEF IS HAND PICKED SPECIAL U.S. CHOICE CORN FED
SIRLOIN STEAK RIB STEAK89$:: lb 79( lb.MAXISAVINGSPRICE
BREAST
LEGS & THIGHS
WINGS
GIZZARDS
BACKS
NECKS
FRYER - HALVES
FRYER - QUARTERS
Lb. 59c
Lb. 49e
• Lb. 33c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 19c
Lb. 10c
Lb. 35c
Lb. 35c
U.S. CHOICE CORN FED
CLUB STEAK LB. 99c
NICE TENDER
PORK STEAK
NEWPORT GREEN
LIMA BEANS
303
Size
Can
MAXI
-SAVINGS-PRICE
15 1/2 oz. 
$
I
CANS
280Z. 13C OFF
LB. 69c Top JobMAXI-SAVINGS-PRICEEA.
LEAN BONELESS
PORK CUTLETTS LB. 89c
COUNTRY STYLE
PORK RIBS LB.694
FRESH LEAN PORK
BOSTON•
49t lb.MAXISAVINGSPRICE
REELFOOT HOUSER VALLEYSLICED-BACON
79t lb.MAXISAVINGSPRICE
QUARTER
PORK LOIN SLICED LB- 79C NICECUBE STEAK LB. $1.29
FRESH
PORK LIVERS LB 49t FRESHNECK BONES LB 294
WITH THIS COUPON
HYDE
-PARK 20 OZ. LOAF
BREAD
LIMIT "I" COUPON PER FAMILY
AND ADDITIONAL
$5.00 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING MILK
& TOBACCO PRODUCTS
EACH
LOAF
THURSDAY — FRIDAY— SATURDAY
COME ON--LET'S EAT, DRINK
AND HAVE A GOOD TIME TOGETHER
2 FREE BOTTLES
IN EVERY 8 PACK
DOUBLE
COLA
BUY 6 GET
59
"tv
8 
'1306;(ra'
ornuRLE
PLUS BOTTLII DEPOSIT
Our
-Own
Good
-Tasting
BARBECUE
SANDWICH
10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
5 FOR I
TOMATIfillICE
MAXI
•AVINGS
PRICE
BIG 46 oz.
3CFor SI
Every Day Low Prices
CARNATION
EVAPORATED
MAXI-SAVINGS
PRICE MILK2 Ta1131 Cans 29c
For
We Accept U.S.Government Food Stamps
ATION
COF Atl ATE
MAXI-SAVINGS-PRICE
16 Oz. Jar890
NICE
CABBAGE LB  1 Ot
HOME - GROWN
SWEET-POTATOES  LB.  15c
VINE -RIPENED
_TOMATOES
CALIFORNIA FANCY
11. S. Government Inspected Choice Beef STRAWBERRIES
STOKELY'S 46 oz. CAN
UNSWEETNED GRAPEFRUIT
MAXI-SAVINU-
PRICE
JUICE
49c
LB  29c
QT  67C
235 - SIZE
LEMONS
NEW TEXAS
POTATOES
DOZ.  39C
LB. 121/2 It
E. W. JAMES rl SONS
"rupEAxiRmusAmm7E1
Produce Direct From The Farm
PUREX
BLEACH
MAXI
-SAVINGS
-PRICE
1/2 Gal. 290
' Plenty Of F-r-e-e Parking
MAXI
-SAVINGS
PRICE
FOLGERS
COFFEE
894 lb.
Special
Purchase!
Ladies'
NYLON
PEIGNOIR
SET
$6.99-$7.99
Values
First quality nylon tricot peig-
noir sets in assorted styles. Ex-
quisite lace trims for feminine
beauty. A lovely gift to please
Mother on her day. .. Sunday,
May 10th. Choose from pretty
pastel colors . . . blue, pink,
maize and mint. Small, medium
and large sizes.
FULTON, KY.
SUPPLEMENT TO THE
FULTON COUNTY NEWS
THURS. MAY 7, 1970
It's time to save during our big 41st Anni-
versary Sale! We've been busy for months
gathering together some of the best values
ever . . now they're ready for you. Don't
miss this big storewide event!
Special! 1 to 5 Yard Lengths
Polyester Double Knits
The most exdting fabric for to-
able. . won't bog or sea- Hoods tilP
day's fashions. Machine wash- e399
no fining. Assorted weaves, col-
• and weights. 54 to 60 inches
Wide ... 1 to 3 yawl:61,1%9*s.
100% Viscose Rayon
High and Low Pile
27x48-INCH
THROW
RUGS
$1 99
Heavy quality with non-skid
back. HI-to pile sell .
Pink, gold, avocado, bir
ers
ritIod,
turquoise, copper and yeilow.
yd.
.•.
Special Values in
MEN'S 4" WIDTH
TIES
Regular $5.00
Values -- CHOICE
All silk ties in all-
over designs, solid
colors, geometria
and stripes in
shades of gold,
brown, green,
blue, red and
gray.
LADIES' NEW WHITE BAGS
Regular $399 and 1499 Values
Above are three of the eight beautiful styles that await
your selection. Lovely white coif, galaxy patent and
Winkle potent for smartest summer wear. $299
Yi SHORT SLIP-ON
DOUBLE WOVEN
For your dressy summer occas-
ions. Double woven nylon in
white, black and beige. Stretch
sires A and B.
Neck and Head Scarves0 ,ei
• LOt1011 st)i
• squares 
iti4
• Sashes
CHOICE 1 i
6: '1 1,
ti 1
47 Iit. c:.;, ...„ 
.,
.... :
2 GEORGE WASHINGTON BEDSPREADS FREE—REGISTER TODAY!
Cool, Fresh Station Wagon Casuals
Get off to a good start with these fresh summer ccelers. Sleeveless and
short sleeve styles in sizes 10 to 20 and 1414 to 2414.
STYLE "A" . . .
Back zippered style with short sleeves in
cotton seersucker. Green and lilac in sizes
10 to 20.
STYLE "B" .
Permanent press gingham blended of 65%
polyester-35% cotton. Pink and apple green.
141/2-2414.
STYLE "C"
Zippered front Pyle In cotton seersucker
Can be worn belted or unbelted. Blue and
pink. 1415 - 241i.
STYLE "D"
Woven gingham check is blended of poly
ester and cotton Pleated skirt. Dointy lace
trim. Lilac and lemon. 10 to 20.
in Wash 'n Wear Fabrics
• Checked Gingham
• Solid Color Denim .
• YOUR CHOICE  
Checked gingham has short sleeves and front zipper. .. featuredin hello and maize. Cotton denim boasts contrasting trim accentsa
with contrasting buttons. Nautical blue odor. Wash 'n Wear finish. Sizes10 to 20.
REGI
Bifle
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Shc
Cightweig h
er net ela
stretches ,A
ing. Comp
justoble gc
'suds
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34eeve4ess and
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inktoltod. Slus and
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to 20.
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9
. 
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t accented
Veer finish.
First Quality Nylon Panty Hose
• Cinnamon
• Coffee
Inexpensive gift that mother witl )ove. Correctly made for
comfortable fit . . guaranteed first quality. Stretch sizes.
REGISTER TODAY FOR FREE GEORGE WASHINGTON BEDSPREAD
11,1A
FOAM-LINED
Pre-Shaped
BI-FLEX BRA
4-Section Circular-Stitched
Cups Mold Gently But Firmly
Foam-lined pre-shaped cups are designed to give
a natural, youthful appearance. One-inch double bond
with elastic center for perfect fit and comfort. Made of
100% white cotton fabric. Sires 32A to 36A; 328 to
38B; 34C to 40C.
Biflex "Action-Back"
PANTIE BRIEFS
Ideal for Wear with
Shorts and Swim Suits
Cightweight long wearing Lycra® Spandex pow-
er net elastic with mesh elastic insert that
stretches with you ... no more tugging or puH-
ing. Complete with 6-inch detachable and ad-
lustoble garters. White In sizes S-M-L4CL.
Plain or Fancy
NYLON
TRICOT
HALF
SLIPS
First quality. In white,
pink, blue and maize.
Special!
Reg. 59c
NYLON
SATIN
BRIEFS
2 for 88c
Elastic leg briefs In
white, blue, pink
and maize. First
2-- quality. Sizes 5-10,
Special
Purchase
Sale!
Select Now
for Mother's Day
Gifts!
NYLON
TRICOT
SLIPS
Regular $2.99
Values
SPECIAL
Choose from two styles shown above. Lace trimmed style
shown at left features Lycra stretch adjustable shoulder straps
. . . bodice lace is overlaid on 40 denier nylon tricot. Gchiffli
embroidered style shown at right features shadow panel and
hemline of double folded nyl that con be
snipped to illtaeen length. White- to 40.
1-411 ;At
REGI
Men's and Boys'
COOL SANDALS
$599Choice of
These
Two Styles _
Made of genuine leather with man-made
soles. Cool and comfortable for all your casu-
al summertime occasions. Brown retan in
sizes 7 to 12 and 3 to 6.
REGISTER TODAY FOR FREE GEORGE WASHINGTON BEDSPREAD
$3.99
(5-10)
$4•99
(5-10)
44-64-11-p-AwSEhis
Newest Styles Imported
from Italy
$399.$499.$599
$4.99 Genuine leather imported sandals for cool, summer casual wear.
(5-10) Choose from these attractive styles in sizes 5 to 10.
$3.99
(5-10)
(4%
Misses' Sizes $3.99
OTHER SUMMER SANDALS
PRICED
LOW AS $299
$3.99
81/2-12; 12V2-3
Special! Ladies' New Spring
STEP-IN CASUALS
priced for our Anniversary Sale! Nail-
Regular $2.99 values . • • now specially $ 87
head trim on vamp. Choice of black or
beige sizes 5 to 10.
CANVAS
CASUALS
Styles and Colors
Ready for a
Lively Summer
•,<;
Ladies' and Misses'
CANVAS SNEAKERS
Rubber soles . . . cush-
ioned insoles. Choice of
plaids. Sizes 121/2 to 2
solids. Also colorful
black, blue, white, red,
and 415 to 10.
Lace-to-the-Toe
Basketball Shoes
$299
High or low cut
styles for men and
bays. Non-slip soles.
Choice of block or
white In sizes 10 to
2; 2% 1o6, 6% to 11. Men's Canvas
BOAT SHOES
Special! Men's $2.99
SPORT
OXFORDS
'267
Meavy fabric uppers
whit long wearing
ave rubber soles.
Brown or blue In
sites 614 to 10%.
$399
Oaferd and loafer
styles with moulded
rubber soles.
areiden in• 1:11•1
White, navy and
skipper blue In sixes
6% to 10.
o (10440V1
...101111•11141111M4116 1011111.
0,
OrS
tr
anvas
HOES
199
cl and loafer
with moulded
sq. Ins ol•s
navy and
er blue In sin.,
s 10.
Save $502 on a Pair of these
BRAWNY GORED LOAFERS
for Young Men
• Plain Toe Style
• Kate. Vamp
• Living Leather Uppers
• Glo-tone Brown Color
• Sizes 61/2 toll
•• Regular $10.99 . . SPECIAL
$59
REGISTER TODAY FOR FREE GEORGE WASHINGTON BEDSPREAD
;\\ Girls'
Double
Knit
NYLON STRETCH
SWIM SUITS
1 - Moe land 2-Plecs
Styles In Styles In
Sizes 4-6e Sizes 8 te 14
$299 $399
Styles and sizes for big and finis girls in
newest caters and color combinations.
Small sizes one in 1-piece models . . .
Larger sizes In both 1 and 2-piece styles.
Colors Include spring blue, ice green,
orange, melon and lemon.
- 
• **IP. ** Am.* • ' • 9. r • • • •...•
inytitne 
reSSeE
they're all pre
-ironed!°
STYLES FOR LITTLE GIRLS — 4 TO 6X
$299
to 
 
$599
Permanent press fabrics include nylon-cotton solids,
Dacron* polyester-cotton prints and plaids. High
waist, jumper, pleated skirt, short puffed sleeve and
ruffle and lace trimmed styles. Sizes 4 to 6x in blue
maize and pink.
STYLES FOR GIRLS — 7 TO 14
$399 to $599
Dan River Kodel* polyester blends that never need
ironing. Bright new colors . . . pink, blue, maize and
green in plaids, solids and floral prints. Choose from
A-lines, long torsos and jumper effects. Sleeveless,
short and push-up sleeves . . . lace, button and bow
trims, 7 to 14.
Girls' Permanent Press
CULOTTE SETS
In The Favored Summer
Color Combination . . .
Red, White and Blue
SIZES 3 TO 6X
REGULAR $5.99
$499
SIZES 7 TO 12
REGULAR $6.99
$599
Sleeveless solid color culottes
with red, white and blue
stripe calor. Separate pleated
front skirt In red, white and
bit)* stripes. Polyester-cotton
blend has permanent press
finish . . needs no Ironing.
3-6x, 7-12.
" ^ "
Permanent Press
TODDLER DRESSES
199 and $399
Nylon-cotton bcrtiste and Dan River permanent
press clip dots. Trimmed with smocking, pin
tucks, lace and embroidery. Pink, blue, maize
and white. 1 to 3
COOL SLEEPWEAR
for Boys and Girls
Permanent Press rf
GIRLS' BABY DOLLS (t,'
$1 99
65% polyester - 35% cotton
blend In blue, pink or mint.
La oe trim. Sizes 4 to '14.
Boys' Co non Crepe
SHORTY PAJAMAS
QuaRty
Machine waahable cotton crepe
In blue and gold. Short legs and
sleeves. Machine washable . . .
no Ironing needilek 3 to 8.
Women's
Slub Weave Canvas Casuals
Laced and loafer styles with
novelty vamp ornaments. Slub
weave fabric uppers ... mould-
ed non-slip soles. White, beige
and blue . . . in sizes 5 to 10.
Ladies' Orlon*
CROCHETED
VEST
Sleeveless
with Self-Tie
11 '299
'299 11 Hi-bulk Orlon* acrylic cro-cheted vest in white, navy,red, bone and gold. S-M--L.
*Dupont TM
REGISTER TODAY FOR FREE GEORGE WASHINGTON BEDSPREAD
Exciting New Patterns and Colors in
SPORTSWEAR
for Spring and Summer
Be ready to enjoy the new season at it's casual best . . . with
famous "Lori-Lynn" sportswear. Choose from new styles . . .
new fabrics.., new colors. All modestly priced to bring you the
best values possible.
PERMANENT PRESS PANTS
with Slightly Flared Legs
100% COTTON POLYESTER-COTTON
PRINTS SOLIDS
100% bright, colorful print cottons and 50% polyester-50% cotton
solid color blends. All are permanently pressed and never need
ironing. Good color choice. Sizes 8 to 20.
Cool, Comfortable 100% Cotton
SLEEVELESS KNIT TOPS
Ribbed Knit,
Button Trimmed
Slip-over style with round neckline. The rib knits are button
trimmed and come in solid colors of gold, white, navy and red.
Striped .style has bias trim at neck and armholes. S-M-L sizes.
Special! Permanent Press
$3" JAMAICA SHORTS
100% Cottons and
Polyester-Cotton Blends
Sand top style with side zipper. As
sorted cotton prints or solids In 5
polyester-50% cotton. Blue, tan, gree
and coral. 8 to 20.
Sp
DOUEI
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Reg. 45'
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141/2 to 241/2.
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New! ROYAL MAID LOAFERS
in Krinkled Patent
Choice of 
$1 099
Block or
Red
The famous Bootster loofers in new krinkled patent.
Tricot lined for more comfortable wear. Vamp strap
has double snake buckle. Sizes 5 to 10.
OTHER
STYLES
$799
REGISTER TODAY FOR FREE GEORGE WASHINGTON BEDSPREAD
Special Purchase!
)rs in DOUBLE KNIT DRESSES
Sleeveless and Short Sleeve
Reg. $1595 . . . Now $1300 Each, or
mer
est . . . with
styles . . .
ring you the
INTS
Legs
corroN
99
.er-50% cotton
KI never need
hmits are button
navy and red.
as. 5-M-L sizes
Press
NITS
2 for $25
• Rib Knits
• Diagonals
• Pique Weave
Sleeveless and short sleeve
styles in 100% polyester
double knit fabrics ... the
most wanted fabric for
spring and summer. Com-
pletely machine washable
. never needs ironing.
Guaranteed color fast and
non-shrinking. Good color
choice ... blue, pink, navy,
maize, aqua and red. Ju-
nior petite sizes 5 to 13;
regular juniors 7 to 15
missei' 10 to 20; half sizes
144 to 244.
• Pink
• Blue
• Navy
• Aqua
• Red
• Maize
-
t•DirnSIZitS
New 2-Piece
Styles-Regular $8"
Floral applique bottom with 3-tier
ruffle tsp. . . foam reinforced built-
in bra." Choice of navy or brown in
sizes 30 to 36.
Vagabond, from*,
pouc h double hand*
barrel and shoulder
wrap.. , . take your
choice at on low
price. Styled and
made by a famous
Maker of quality
materials . . baby
bronco and krin-
'clod ks white only.
Exceilent Mother's
Day gift.
100% POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS
Today's Most Exciting Fabric
A popular fabric that is crease resistant
and will not sag or bog. Self-designs, di-
agorvals, ribbed and basket weaves in
newest fashion colors. Machine washable
... tumble dryable. 60 inches wide.
2 GEORGE WASHINGTON BEDSPREADS TO BE GIVEN AWAY!
Special! Rayon Tufted
ASSORTED LID COVERS
Odds and and. horn a famous maker. Good 29C
selection of popukir colon.
Non-skid mat and matching lid cover In assorted
colon . avocado, pink, gold, yellow and blue.
50% DACRON* POLYESTER
50% NYLON THROW RUGS
Big 27x48
Inch Size
SPECIAL 
A luxurious deep-pile rug with
design. Ideal for almost any
from six decorator colors . . .
gold, pink, blue and red.
smart carved
room. Choose
bronze, moss,
Reg. 49c Printed Waffle Weave
TOASTER COVER
100% cotton waffle weave
fabric with printed pattern.
Colorfast. Blue, pink, green
Luxuriously
Carved Designs
SAVE AT ONLY 
Deep Dacron* polyester-nylon pile with distinctive carved
design . . . on quality non-skid backing. Newest color 
•tones include bronze, moss, gold, pink, blue, red and
white.
•s.g. TM
Special! Carved Design
2-PIECE BATH SETS
SO% Docron• polyester-SO% nylon pile on non skid
backing. Solid color with carved design. White,
topaz, avocado, spruce, tangerine and blue.
Extra Value! 100% Rayon Pile
2-PIECE BATH SETS
$199
Colorful Prints on White
TOWEL ENSEMBLES
24x36" Bath Towels $1.313
Guest Towels 88c
Wash Cloths 48c
• Heavy terry weaves with one side sheared for vel-
vety smooth softness, Fringed ends. Blue, rose and
gold prints on white grounds. Slight irregulars of
a famous brand.
Large selection of colon and
designs Including 24"x.411"
heavy soil& 2.tone kocquards,
mild color jacquards and
heavy multi-colored prints.
Regular 590 Guest Towels
• Special/
Regular $2.99
• BEACH
TOWELS
Now Only
$1 99
• Assorted colorful prints on thick
fluffy white Wry ANA. Sig
34 x 64 Inch eLme. Bs needy far
het im the same
Nylo
100%
Thermc
Cool in
Warn
$1
Amazing cell!
cotton is ideal
son use. Comp
able ... need.
Assorted deco
Irregulars of
ties.
White
ABLES
 88c
 48c
hewed for vel-
Blue, rose and
lt irregulars of
pedal!
lEAVY
JALITY
BATH
DWELS
Not, Would Be
Ito $3.00 Eodh
138
&ion of colors and
including 24"x411"
I,, 2-tone locquords,
or locquards and
4-colored prints.
Towels
3ft,s1
Special! Flannel Back
Plastic Table Cloth
52o70" rectangular and 60"
round in new decorator $2
44Has fring• trim.
Solid colors.
Dacron* Polyester Filled
21x27" BED PILLOWS
Printed floral percale cover it 29 9
Pink ond blue prints on *
white grounds.
Solid Color and Print
DECORATOR PILLOWS
Assorted fabrics, colors and it 2 9patterns. 14-inches square 41
with button center.
REGISTER TODAY FOR FREE GEORGE WASHINGTON BEDSPREAD
• •
Nylon Bound
100% Cotton
Thermal Blankets
Cool in Summer and
Warm in Winter
$399
Amazing cellular weave
cotton is ideal for all-sea-
son use. Completely wash-
able ... needs no ironing.
Assorted decorator colors.
Irregulars of $6.99 quali-
ties.
Permanent Press
TABLE CLOTH
with
SOIL RELEASE
FINISH
Avril* Rayon and
Cotton Blend 
$377
Washable, Pre-Shrunk
• JACQUARD WEAVE
• BEDSPREADS
Novelty weave solid color cotton in •
shades of green, gold, beige, melon
and white. Machine washable . . . .
tumble dryoble. Needs no ironing
• • •
•
A Washable Blend of
85% Cotton and 15% Rayon
SENSATIONALLY
PUCED
: $6°
•
•
•
• • • • • • • • •
Enjoy The Lasting Beauty of
A i • { \
1
r I 13 E RG I,.1S
GLASS DRAPERIES
at a Special
Low Price
$399
• Shrink-Proof
• Fireeofe
• Wrinkle-Proof
• &med..
Draperies of Fiberglass are ALL fashion . .
ALL pleasure . . . with none of the work
or bother. They launder and dry so easily and •
perform beautifully because they're mode of
Fiberglass. Colors include white, melon, blue,
green and gold. 44 x 84 inches. •
•
New Spanish-type jacquard
weave pattern in newest deco-
rator colors ... gold, lime, blue,
turquoise and persimmon.
Washable, pre-shrunk . . and
needs no ironing. Luxurious bul-
Lion fringe trim. Full size with
rounded corners.
LINT-FREE BABY CHENILLE BEDSPREADS
First quality baby chenille bedspreads at a volueful price. Lint-
free rayon tufting on quality sheeting. Machine washable. White
and assorted colors.
es...0•..s. 4
• 4
en
$499 11
• Famous Cannon Quality Flat or Fitted
WHITE AND COLORED MUSLIN SHEETS
on
SNOW WHITE MUSLIMS
81x99 and 72x108
Flat or Twin Fitted 
81x1011 Fiat or
Double Fitted 
Matching Cases 
_-$1.19
SOLID COLOR MUSLII6
72x1041 Flat or
Twin Fitted 
81x108 Flat or
Double Fitted 
$249
$2"
Matching Cases _ $1.59 pr.
Firmly woven cotton muslin All fitted sheets
feature •edusive "Stretch Edge" both ends and
all 4 owners completely stretchable. Colors in
clod* blue, green, pink, bronze and raspberry
ice.
Permanent Press
Boys' Dress Shirts
Short Sleeve Styles
63% Dacron. polyester-35% cotton
blend needs no Ironing. Dutton
down collars . . . tapered body.
Solids, Mocks and stripes in blue,
mim, maize, tan and white. 6 to
Metal Covered
CAMP LOCKER
188
Rigidly built with baked enamel
finish on steel covering. Gold
and binds 30" long.
BIG SAVINGS ON WARM WEATHER NEEDS FOR BOYS!
Boys' Permanent Press
SPRING JACKETS
65% Dacron Polyester
and 35% Cotton Blend
SPECIAL
Ideal weight for spring and early
summer wear. Raglan sleeve style
with 2-button adjustable cuffs, two
slash pockets and elastic sides.
Navy sod yellow in sizes 6 to 16.
'Rog. TM
Boys'
Striped
or Solid
Stretch Nylon
CREW SOCKS44c
pr.
100% stretch nylons or cotton
top with stretch feet. White
with striped tops or assorted
color solids. Sizes to fit 6 to 11.
RUIT OF THE LOOM
UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED
UNDERWEAR FOR MEN AND BOYS
Made of quality ma-
terials . . . correctly
cut and styled for
comfortable wear.
FOR MEN
• T-Shirts
• Boxer Shorts
• Knit Briefs
• 1-Shirts
• Knit Briefs
1/2 PRICE SALE!
Boys' and Prep Size
N9:1A9t1 CASUAL PANTS
$i90 $6  Pish..50
Tapered leg styles with or without cuffs. 50%
polyester-50% cotton and 65% Dacron* poly-
ester-35% Avril rayon blench that never need
ironing. Choose from many shades including
blue, brcwn, green, camel, gold, block, char-
coal, olive, navy, brass and loden. Boys' sizes
6-20; prep sizes 26-32. *Reg. TM
Boys' Permanent Press
$2" WALKING SHORTS
Fabric blended of 65% Dacron' polyester and $
33% cotton. Styled with patch hip podurts 88
and narrow belt loops. Assorted plaid •
patterns In blue, green, brown and navy. 6
to 18.
Permanent Press Short Sleeve
SPORT SHIRTS
for Boys
Regular and Button-Down
Collar Styles
*4. 1
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Popular tapered styles in asserted
pkrids, stripes and checks. Choice -
of 50% polyester-50% cotton and
65% Doann" polyester 35% cot-
ton blends in shades of blue, mint,
tan, yeHow and gold- Sizes 6 to 18.
Boys' Lostex Stretch and Nylon Stretch
SWIM TRUNKS
Our
Low
Price
Square-leg boxer styles with draw-string waist
and built-in support. Navy, orange, green
maize and gold in small, mediur and large
ekes.
A
:KER
$888
lave
IIIRTS
y S
ton-Down
)9
q.t., in assorted
checks. Choice
50% cotton and
lyester-35% cot-
es of blue, mint,
Ad. Sizes 6 to 18.
etch
MensOrlon* Acrylic
CREW SOCKS
Regular
79c Values 
Ribbed crew style . . . 75% Orton
acrylic-23% stretch nylon. White, block
and assorted colors. 10-13.
Men's $3.99
No-Iron Pajamas
65% Docren• polyester-35% cotton in blue,
green, tan or gray. Button front coat style
. pants have elastic waist. A-B-C-D.
Men's Medium Brim
DRESS STRAWS
• Stitched
Braids
• Fine
Milans
Pinch front crowns with
solid or fancy bands.
Ventilated sweat bands.
6% to 7%.
• 
BIG SAVINGS ON WARM WEATHER NEEDS FOR MEN!
PERMANENT PRESS
HALF-
SLEEVE
DRESS
SHIRTS
Men's Stretch
Swim Trunks
$1299 and $399.
Square leg boxer and long
leg styles with drawstring waist
and built-in support. Grimm,
orange, blue, maize and green
Oxfords and batiste
weaves in no-iron blends
of polyester cotton. Spread
and button-down collars.
White, blue, gold, green,
tan and brown in stripes,
solids and checks. 14 to 17.
Register
for
FREE
BEDSPREAD
Men's Hand Rolled
COTTON
HANDKERCHIEFS
Reg. 3 for S1.25
SPECIAL SALE!
Vinyl Covered
LUGGAGE
• 25" Tourist Case
• 21" Week End Case
• Cosmetic Case
CHOICE
•
Pre-vacation savings. Sturdy
frame covered with washable
vinyl. Ruffled Interior trim.
Cosmetic case has mirror In
lid. Blue melon and avocado.
Soft absorbent cotton . . . big
18.18" Ore. White on white
paftrn. Stock up now.
Short Sleeve-Permanent Press
Regular $3.00 values. Crew neck
and button-placket front styles In
100% polyester and 50% poly- $ 
00
ester-50% cotton blends. white,
blue, green, tan and maize in
solids and stripes. Sizes S-M-1-
XL.
Men's Permanent Press
SPORT SHIRTS
$399
Tapered styles with spread, but-
ton-down and long point col-
lars. Wonderful blends of poly-
ester and cotton that never need
ironing. New fashion - shade
solids, irridescents, m i ni -check s,
muted stripes and satin stripes.
White, blue, gold, green, rust
and brawn. Shirt sleeves.
Men's Permanent Press
SPRING WEIGHT
JACKETS
Regular $4"$5.95 
Ideal for early spring wear. 65%
Dacron* polyester-35% cotton in
nary or yellow. Raglan sleeves
. . . adjustable cuffs. S-M-L-XL.
PERMANENT PRESS
CASUAL PANTS
and WALK SHORTS
at Special
Anniversary Sale Prices
PANTS . . .
Values to B7.9?. Polyester end
rayon blends In solids, plaids end
checks. Tapered legs with 01 with-
out cuffs. Grsen, blue, j
gok 
$4
i, black, brown,
navy and bras. 211 to
311.
WALK SHORTS
Special Purchase!
Ladies' First Quality
REG. 99c NYLON HOSE
Mesh or flat knit hose at a
fantastically low price. Pop-
ular shades include carni-
val, fiesta, Bermuda and
Tahiti. Fill your summer
needs now. Sizes 81/2 to
11.
MOTHER'S DAY IS SUNDAY, MAY 10th - DON'T FORGET!
• Special Purchase! Ladies' Frilly
.).1.1.:EPWEAR SALE
Lovely Gifts To Please
Mother on Her Day!
REG. $3.99-$4.99 VALUES
• WALTZ GOWNS
• MINI-DOLL PJ's
• SLEEP COATS
Nylon tricot and polyes-
ter-cotton blend waltz
length gowns are exqui-
sitely trimmed with lace
and embroidery. The
mini-doll pajamas are
blended of Dacron*
polyester and cotton. . . the sleep coats
are blended of Kodel* polyester and cot-
ton with lam and embroidery trims. Deli-
cate shades of blue, pink, mint and
maize Small, medium and large sizes.
To be given 'tiericty at this
store
•
4.,
.... , .
FREE!
Special Purchase!
Regular$299and $3"
NYLON SLEEPWEAR
by Starcksit
• Waltz Length Gowns
• Baby Dell Paiamos
• Waltz Length Sleep Coots
41110
Regular $2.99 and $3.99 values now at a
special low price.. . just in time for Mother's
Day giving. First quality nylon tricot with em-
broidery and lace trim. Pink, blue, maize and
rwint..Srnati, midterm wiel hove vim.
,41101•1•441801•10.11194,111.011.11.01111111110111.01.1.1.1%
